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: rob you of the best
·things.
B. Rothman ·

Do not let the good .
thi ngs of life

Vol. IX - -Number 27

April 18, 1969

.: NEWAR K STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Eugene G. Wilkins Resigns
As President Of College

Bill Price and Caroline Vetterer at Friday's Council meeting

Council R eserves
Write-In Policy
Write-in candidates were
declared legal candidates at last
week ' s Student Organization
meeting. The motion made by
Bob Weinfeld, a Junior Class
Representative, was passed by
Council on Friday evening by a
roll call vote of 22 to 4 with 4
abstentions.
The decision
followed a 2-day petition drive in
favor of write-in candidates,
which had obtained 595 student
signatures.

elections are not rallies in which
people bid for offices using proper
procedures, but rather, they are
opportunities for people to
choose those who they feel best
represent them.
ln a report to the Council,
Chris Muzikar, Senior
Representative, advised Student
Organization of the progress made
on avenues of Communications at
this College th rough the effor ts of

After a discussion on the floor, Mr. Muzikar, Dean Alto n O'Brien

Mr. Weinfeld's motion was
amended to read that "any
qualified individual receiving a
majority of votes shall be declared
the legal victor. 1t shall be noted
that all write-in candidates must
adhere to all existing regulations
of the election committee
concerning election procedures."
The motion constituted a
follow-up to a motion made by
John Freeman on March 21 in
favor of the legalization of
write-in candidates. That motion
had failed by a vote of 6 to 19
with 2 abstentions.
In the discussion preceding
Friday's roll call vote, President
Price turned the gaval over to Vice
President Paul Matos and spoke in
favor of the motion. "A student
wishing to vote may have that
opportunity whether or not his
candidate is on the ballot," he
said. He stated that the basic
question of the issue is whether
write-in votes are to be considered
as protests only, or as legitimate
indications of student will.
Bob Young, a write-in
candidate in this year's
sophomore presidential election,
appeared before Council, to evoke
Council's support of the motion.
He stated that the purpose of the
write-in vote is to enable an
individual student to express in
good conscience his personal
choice of candidate.
Dave Lichtenstein, a
Sophomore spokesman at the
meeting, contended that the
prevailing "misconception of the
purpose of an election" must be
clarified in Council. He contended
that the Student Organization
members should understand that

and Dr. Nicholas Polglaze . He
specified procedures that students
should take in the event of special
problems concerning the college
attenda nce policy, registration
procedures, and student reactions
to curricula, instruction and
grades (see Article, page 2).
Mr. Muzikar motioned that a
Registrar's Relations Committee
be inaugurated as a standing
Student Organization committee
for continued student-registrar
dialogue . That motion was passed
by consent.
Council also passed by consent
a motion made by Paul Matos that
Council initiate measures to
recommend off-<:ampus residences
to students who wish such
information.

Dr. Eugene G. Wilkins, president of Newark State College , for 19 years , has accepted a new
assignment. He has resigned as president of the college, effective at the close of the current academic year, to
devote full time to · the development of a center for foreign studies in Mexico under the auspices of the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities. Dr. Wilkins is a member of the Board of Directors of
the AASCU and has worked for several years developing plans for foreign study centers for American college
students.
The Newark State College Board of Trustees has appointed him president emeritus and distinguished
professor and granted him a sabbatical leave for the next academic year so that he can pursue his work in
Mexico. Dr. Wilkins plans to return to Newark State the following year to direct studies in international
education.
Mr. John Kean , chairman of the Board of Trustees, said Dr. Wilkins' resignation was received with
"regret and understanding."
"Dr. Wilkins has successfully
steered Newark State through the
years of transition from Newark
to Union and is leaving us a legacy
of a fine new campus and an
excellent position from which to
grow," Mr. Kean said.
"He has the respect and good
wishes of the students, the faculty
and the trustees, and we know he
will be successful in his new
undertaking," Mr. Kean said.
The Board of Trustees will
meet shortly to appoint a
committee "representing the
entire college community" to
participate in a search for Dr.
Wilkins' replacement, Mr. Kean
said.
Dr. Wilkins has been at the
forefront of a national trend
toward i11creased de\.nocracy on
college and university campuses.

As early as I 950 he appointed the
president of the Student
Organization to a position on the
President's Cabinet, the college's
inner administrative circle. He has
worked tirelessly with members of
the faculty for over two years in
organizing a Faculty Senate that
would share the responsibility of
the governance of the college with
the administration. Striving to
make the college a part of the
larger community , he appointed
in 1965 an advisory council of
businessmen and community
leaders to find avenues of
cooperation in which the college
and community could
complement and strengthen one
another. Mr. Kean served as a
(Continued-on l'a µc· 101

Pres. Eugene G . Wilkins

Students, Registrar
Discuss Problems

this building represents a
beginning toward construction
which will enable Newark State to
accommodate 7,500 students in
the near future.
Dr. Wilkins' speech was
unexpectedly interrupted by the
"appearance" of art major Bruce
Bernheim, garbed in a long, black
raincoat and frogman's flippers,
who presented the President with
a golden plunger.
• I n r e a c ti o .n to this
presentation, the next speaker,
John Kean, commented: "trustees
are the plumbers helpers of the
college". The symbolism of this
was left to the determination of
the audience . Mr. David Mytelka

represented Student Organization.
The Registrar, Mr. Loeliger, and
one of his staff m~mbers, Mrs.
Wesman , were present along with
Dr. John Hutchinson, chairman of
the Faculty Senate, and Dr.
O'Brian, Dean of the College.
The dialogue of the meeting
centered on the following : better
student human relations , more
electives, greater speed in solving
course conflicts grades, schedule
changes, and the payment of fees
due to either mistakes of the
registrar or of the students.
Mr. Feeney and Mr. Muzikar
discussed the results of a survey of
the Registrar's office which they
had conducted earlier this spring.
The area of greatest difficulty was
particularily in Human Relations
between the staff and students.
The survey was handed over to
Mr. l..oeliger and he expressed a
strong l(l.esire to remedy the area
of studf n.!-dil_emma.
To s~d up registration, Mr.
Loeliger recommended 25
students be hired to handle course
conflicts and schedule changes. In
this way, Mr. Loeliger, explains,
the whole procedure will be
greatly speeded up and the
problem of the generation-gap
may be solved. Problems involving
payments of fees for conflicts and

(Continuc•d o n 'Pa~l' :S i

(Co ntinue d on Pa~c I ~)

By Beverly Craig

On Wednesday, April 9th,
representatives of the Students
Organization, Registrar's office,
and Administration met to discuss
the difficulties students have
incurred during the spring
registration.
Christopher Mazikar and Peter
Feeney, senior council members,

Fine Arts Groundbreaking
A rrshattering Happening"
By M ARYLYN N FRAN KS
AND MAUREEN HIGGINS

An
unconventional
"happening" combined with
traditional ceremonies highlighted
on the groundbreaking for the
Fine Arts and Humanities
Building on Monday.
The Brass Choir of the Music
Department opened the program
with three musical selections
directed by Mr. Robert Tennyson.
The classical tone was
shattered by the arrival of a
curiously-decorated vehicle,
designed and manned by fine arts
majors. Upon closer inspection,
the "vehicle" was found to be a
Volkswagen bus , swathed in
brown straw floor-mats , and

adorned with: tires, fire hoses,
bongos, rakes, plungers, hub-<:aps
and other assorted paraphernalia,
topped by an electric fan and a
kerosene flare . According to art
students questioned, this creation
represented fertility.
Invited guests included: Dr.
Lenore Vaughn-Eames for whom
the building is being named;
President Eugene G. Wilkins; Mr.
John Kean, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees; Mr.
Davidytelka, member of Board of
Trustees; as well as Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce, and Mrs. Townsend, for
whom other campus buildings are
named.
President Wilkins, in his
introductory remarks , said that
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How To Constructively Solve

(Ed!;d.,C!!t;h!t'!t.

memoran um , was
. received from
Dean
·ct Al. ton 0
f Bnen, to
. serve as . a
gu1 e 1me
or solvmg certain
.
t u d en D
t pro bl ems . Wor kin g. With
sth
e
ean are Dr. Nicholas
Pol~aze, an ct Senior Chri st0 Pher
Muzik_ar. Furth er que sti0 ns can be
sent directly to th em.)
In order to insure cooperation
and un~ers~anding thru better
commumcahons among students,
faculty, and administration in our
daily college life here on campus,
there are listed below some
current important student
problems recently presented by
the student organization and
ways , conforming to current
college policy , which we believe
will resolve constructively these
problems :
I. Attendance Policy of Unlimited
Class Absences for Junior and
Senior Students.

!!~~!~t er!f!~!!!!;on ilie
· as f o11 ows:
proce d ure 1s
I . di scuss1on
·
· h instructor
·
wit
d
If
th
bl
· not
concerne .
e pro em 1s
I
d
th
.
·
h
reso ve at
1s pomt t e next
step is
2. department chairman. If the
problem is not resolved at this
point the next step is
3 . Assistant Dean of the
College . Jf the problem is not
resolved at this point the next
step is
4. Dean of the College . Jf the
problem is yet unresolved the
next step is
5. the President of the College.
Note : Jn any of the above five
steps the student may request his
class representative from the
student council to accompany
him in the presentation of the
problem. The student should
follow the above sequence of
steps.

'
procedure is as follows :
1. discussion with the
·
Registrar.
If the problem is not
resolved at this point , the next
t ·
1
s ei is Assistant Dean of the
Coll;ge. If the problem is not
resolved at this point , the next
step is
3. Dean of the College . If the
problem is still unresolved at this
point, the next step is
4. the President of the College.
Note : In . any of the above
steps, the student may request his
class representative from the
student council to accompany
him in the presentation of the
problem. The student should
follow the above sequence of
steps.
111. Students'
Instruction

Reaction

to

On Wednesday , April 9, I 969
the Princeton Chamber Orchestra ,
under the ctirection of Nicholas
Harsanyi , performed in the
Theatre for the Performing Arts.
The evening began with several
selections by Bach and Bartok .
This was followed by "Concerto
in A Minor for Violin and String
Orchestras" by · J. S. Bach
featuring Helen Kwalwasser as
soloist. This was played in place
of " Sinfonia Concertante for
Double Bass" by Dittersdorf.

a. Ongoing Curriculum
College Policy
Class
All curricula at Newark State
attendance is optional for juniors 11. Registration Procedures
College are established as follows :
The Office of the Registrar
and seniors subject to the
I. the department concerned
processes and records the courses
following limitations:
determines a curriculum
l. students are obligated to be selected by students determined
consisting of required and elective
present for announced quizzes by their degree requirements. This
courses.
and/ or examinations. Students process includes course and
2. this proposed curriculum is
who are absent from announced schedule changes. Evaluative
submitted for approval to the
Julian Bond , the Black
quizzes and /or examinations judgements relating to course college curriculum committee .
without substantial excuse (as selection in terms of degree
3. the proposed curriculum is legislator who was refused a seat
determin ed by the professor) shall requirements rest in the Office of
then submitted for approval to in the Georgia House of
Academic Advisement. When the
Representatives, will speak at the
be subject to failure.
the college faculty senate
Townsend
Lecture Series on April
2 . absence from laborato ry or need for such evaluation occurs,
4. it is then submitted to the
studio sessions is subject to s tudents should consult that
Dean of the college, for approval 22, I :40 pm , at the college free
office .
hour in the theatre for tl1e
agreement with the instructor.
and
Performing
Arts.
In situations where there is a
In situati'ons where there is a
5. then 4.o the President of the
Bond was first elected to a seat
question by a student or students questi ? n by a student or students College ro ~
·approval
created by reapportionment in the
Student problems and needs
Georgia House of Representatives
arisin g in the area of curriculum
in 1965 , but was prevented from
and courses are to be referred to
taking office in January , 1966, by
the department curriculum
members of the legislature who
commi ltee concerned . If the
objected his statements about the
problem or need is not solved at
war in VietNam. After winning a
that point , the next step is tl1e
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 4/20
second election in February , 1966
Place
curriculum committee of the
Date
Event
- to fill his vacant seat - a special
college senate.
SUNDAY , APRIL 20th
House Committee again voted to
Theatre for Perf. Arts
b. Instruction
7 :45
CCB Film : "/\Ifie"
ban him from membership in the
MONDAY , APRIL 21st
Student problems and needs
legislature.
Activities Bldg. A and B arising in the area of instruction
9 :00-4 :00
Placement Interviews
Mr. Bonct" won a third election
Downs Hall
3:30-9 :00
NJEA Meeting
i.e.
student-instructor
(Continued on Page 13)
Downs
Formal
Lounge
6:00-10 :30
Alunmi Meeting
Sloan Lounge
7 :00-10 :00
Republican Club meeting
TUESDAY, APRJ L 22nd
Activities Bldg. A and B
9:00-4:00
Placement Interviews
Downs Formal Lounge
10 :30-11 :30 Guides
Downs- Mtg. Room B
12:00-1 :30
Townsend Luncheon
Theatre for Perf. Arts
I :40-3 :05
Townsend Lecture
Little Theatre
All classes will be cancelled Curriculum and Instruction; Mr.
3 :30-4:30
History Club meeting
Hex
Room
next
Thursday morning, April 24, E. T. Stier, Director of
3:30-4:30
Sigma Kappa Phi
Activities
Bldg.
Room
A
from
10:40 to 12:40 for students Admissions; Mr. E. Callighan,
6 :00-10 :00
Alpha Theta Pi meeting
Sloan Lounge
to attend an All-College Assembly Chief of Security; Mr. W. Roberts,
6:30-10:00
Nu Theta Chi Alumni Tea
Di rec tor of the Exceptional
Hex Room
and Mini-conferences.
6 :30-10 :00
Omega Sigina Psi meeting
Education Opportunities; Dr. J.
Little
Theatre
The
nature
of
the
assembly
and
7 :00-10:00
Festival Chorus Rehearsal
Hutchinson, Chairman of the
Alumni
Lounge
conferences,
states
Chairman
7:00-10:00
Pi Eta Sigina meeting
Downs- Meeting Room A Chris Muzikar, a senior, is "to Faculty Senate; Dr. D. Hennings,
7 :00-9:00
Circle K Dinner-Meeting
Willis 300
have the chief administrators of Chairman of the Curriculum
8:00-10 :00
Science Dept. - Dr. Metz
tl1e college available to students Committee of the Faculty Senate;
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23rd
for
the purpose of meaningful and the Director of Food Services.
Activities Bldg. A and B
9:00-4 :00
Placement Interviews
Students will be provided with
communication
in an informal
Alumni Lounge
3 :00-3:.,o
Alumni Faculty Meeting
the
locations of the
atmosphere."
Downs - Faculty
11 :30-2:00
Faculty Staff Buffet
mini-conferences. Besides the
The
mini-conferences,
which
Dining Room
will follow th"e assembly will speakers, 18 department heads
Little Theatre
7:00-10:00
American Welding Society
enable these administrators to will also be available for student
THURSDAY, APRIL 24th
consultation.
Activities Bldg. A and B "get first hand insight into what is
9 :00-4:00
Placement Interviews
According to Muzikar,
going
on
in
the
minds
of
the
Hex Room
12:00-1 :00
NeWITian Club
"students who have difficulties
students."
6:00-10:00
Graduate Assn. Dinner-Meeting Faculty Dining Room
During the assembly, which must take the initiative" to
Alumni Lounge
6:00-9:00
College Center Board meeting
will
begin at l 0:40, several- express their problems to "the
Little Theatre
7:00-10:00
CBA "Colorlessness"
ain
is
tra
tors will introduce individuals who are in the position
Hex Room
7:30-9 :30
Field Services Lecture
themselves,
state the nature of to resolve them."
Sloan Lounge
7:30-9:30
NeWITian Club meeting
The original idea of a series of
their jobs, and explain the types
FRIDAY, APRIL 25th
mini-conferences belongs to
of
problems
they
handle
.
·
Activities Bldg. A and B
9:00-4 :00
Placement Interviews
Speakers include: Dr. Herbert President Eugene Wilkins and
Little Theatre
9:00-2:30
Classroom Renaissance
Samenfeld,
Dean of Students; Dr. Council President Bill Price. Price
College
Parking
Lot
6:00-12:00
Carnival
Alton
O'Brien,
Dean of the appointed Muzikar as Chairman,
SATURDAY, APRIL 26th
College;
Mr.
J.
Loeliger,
Registrar, who then drew up the program's
College Parking Lot
10:00-12:00 Carnival
Mr.
R
..
Polglaze,
Ass't
Dean of _ format .
midnight

The second half of the program
wa s highlighted by "Les
Illumin ations" by Britten. The
selections were sung by soprano
soloist Janice Harsanyi. The
evening came to a close with the
performance of "Introduction and
Allegro for Strings" by Elgar.
Their program was made
possible from support from the
New Jersey State Council on the
Arts, and the office of the Dean
of Students.

Bond To Speak Tues.

Schedule of Events

M ini- Conferences To
Be Held Thu rsday

Julian Bond

Classified
Ads
For Sale: Honda CL 175
Scrambler 1968 - Excellent
Condition
Low Mileage
$395.00 or Best Offer
Call Bill at 246-0350 or Write
M.B. 690

Lovable Linden Youth Needs
Ride Home 6th. Period
(Tuesday, Wednesday , Friday)
7th. Period (Monday ,
Thursday)
Call Ed 925-2005

GQd Is Not Up There,
He.,-s All Around Us.
--..-.
Alethian Society

For Sale: 1951 Cadillac Herse
Perfect for Summer
34,000 Original Miles. Must Be
Seen To Be Appreciated.
See Angle or Lizard. $500.00
Mailbox No. 138
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C.U.E. To Sponsor Higher
Education Conferen-ce
INDEPENDENT
Positions on the Editorial Board of the
INDEPENDENT are available for the academic year
1969-70. If you are interested in applying for any
position, kindly complete the application and drop
it off in the Independent office in the College
Center no later than Monday , April 21, 1969.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CUM . AVERAGE _ _ _

ADDRESS .__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __

PHONE NO. _ _ -- .. . -··- - - MAJLBOX NO. ··-

CLASS - - - - - - - --

-----

PREVIOUS NEWSPAPER EXPERJENCE _ _ _ __

Bob Baxter, Dave Lichtenstein
and Bill Price will be representing
Newark State College as
participants in the frrst New
Jersey Conference on Higher
Education. The conference is
sponsored by the state student
committee on Undergraduate
Education (CUE) and will be held
April 28 at the War Memorial
Auditorium in Trenton.
A wide distribution of
students, faculty and
administration from colleges and
universities throughout the state
have been invited to attend . Also
scheduled to appear are State
Governor Richard Hughes and
Chancellor of Higher Education
Ralph Dungan.
The conference will center
around three major panels :
Campus Planning; Problems
Confronting Education, and
R.S.P. - Real Student Power.
Mr. Price will speak on Campus
Planning. Presently scheduled to
appear with him are Dr. Jean
Lane, Professor of Art at Jersey
City State; Jesse Young, Student
and sec (State College Coaltion)
Founder, Montclair State; and
Peter Martin, President-Council
of County Colleges Faculties of
New Jersey.
Mr. Baxter will moderate the
discussion on Real Student Power,

in which Mr. Lichtenstein will
appear as a guest speaker. Also
included on this panel are Dave
Dupell, Student and State V AC
(Voting Age Coalition) Chairman,
Rider College ; Leon Kendricks,
Student and Chairman of the
Black Student Union, Paterson
State College ; James Mullon ,
President of Jersey City State

College , and Tete Tetans,
Professor of Education at
Montclair State.
C.U . E. hopes that this
conference will be a major step in
establishing better communication
between all involved parties of
higher education and in making
the voice of the student heard and
respected throughout the state.

Bill Price listens at CUE meeting

State To Consider Referendum
For Lowering Voting Age

POSITION(S) SOUGHT:

Editor-in-Chief _

Managing Editor ·-

Business Manager·-

News Editor ·-

A proposal to lower the voting
age in New Jersey to 18 was
approved by the State Senate on
April 14, with a vote 30-0.
The Assembly later will vote
on the measure. However, there is
strong sentiment existing for
lowering the voting age to either
19 or 20, but not to 18.
If the proposal passes both
legislative houses, the measure wilJ
be a November referendum.

Feature Editor _

The public hearing on the
proposed constitutional
amendment was held on March
27, 1969 in Trenton.
Dave DuPelJ . state chairman of
the Voting Age Coalition , a group
dedicated to lowering the voling
age to 18, presented a list of 19
state senators and 32
assemblymen who have sent VAC
endorsements of the I 8-year-old
vole. A vote of 24 senators and 48

assemblymen must approve the
measure if it is to reach the
November ballot. DuPell 's list of
endorsements a !so includes:
President Richard Nixon: U.S.
Senators Edward Kennedy
( D-Mass.) , and Clifford Case
(R-N .J .) ; former Vice President
Hubert Humphrey: 10 NJ. college
presidents; and 10 NJ . mayors.
DuPell also presented petitions of
5500 N.J. residents who support
such a measure.

Fly your

Christopher Muzikar, Norihern
Regional Chairman of V AC and
head of its Newark State Chapter
also testified at the hearing. He
e xpounded that the "1800
Newark State petitioners whom I
represent" wish the legislators to
alJow their constituents to decide
wh ether the 18-year-old should
have the right of franchise.

own jet!

Copy Editor __
Sports Editor __

FLY

Photography Editor

NAVY

Circulation

Joe Albert, freshman Council
member presented a letter from
President Wilkins favoring the
lowering of the voting age as
additi onal testimony.

Advertising ·Sec retary ·- ·
Typists __ _
Reporters _

All applicants who have not previously written for
the INDEPENDENT must submit a 250-word
di scourse (or what have yo u) on some relevant
campus issue.

For details write

NAVAL AIR RESERVE TRAINING UNIT
NAVAL AIR STATION
LAKEHURST, N.J. 08733
NAME ........... ....................................................................... ......... .
ADDRESS ....... .... .... ............ ... ..... ............. ......... ......... ............ ... ... .
CITY .......... ............... ............................ ........ ........................ ...... .. .
STATE .. ..... ...... ... ........... .. ..... .. ... ............. ..... ZIP ............................

•

•

•

uu

• ,

uu

Frank X. Mc Derm ott
(R-Union), one of the co-sponsor;
of the t~ferendum bill stated that
the rec!,tlt campu; disorders
influenced his decision to back
such a bill. He ascertains that the
student leaders who urge acts of
civil disobedience wilJ find
themselves with no support if
students are given "a more
meaningful role in the electoral
process."
While no one testified against
the possible constitutional change,
(Continued on Page 14)
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"Truth cannot be Jorcetl. but must be allowed to plead /or itlel/."

President
Wilkins

On Tuesday afternoon, President Eugene
G. Wilkins broke a story to the college
community which shook every one of its
members. Dr. Wilkins resigned as President
of Newark State College.
Dr. Wilkins has been President for the
past nineteen years. During this time he has
worked to unite the administration, faculty ,
:md students. He has appointed the Student
Body President to a position on the
President's Cabinet, th e college's inner
administrative circle. He has helped with the
formation of the Faculty Senate. He has
worked diligently with the new Board of
Trustees, and has helped re-organize the
college into four divisions with a dean or
vice-president at each head. His list of
achievements since his entrance into public
education in 1926 is long and impressive.
Dr. Wilkins has always been a forerunner
in the drive for increased democracy on
college and university campuses.
He alone at the administrative level was
responsible for acknowledging th e idea of a
free student press on this campus. He gave
hi s s upport to the editors of th e
INDEPENDENT when they branched out
into a free and responsible weekly
newspaper. H ~ has repeatedly continued his
support for the IND EPEND ENT.
It was Dr. Wilkins' leadership wh ich
transformed Newa rk State Co llege from a
small teachers' college in Newark to the
liberal arts college it is today. He has laid the
groundwork for the future expansion of the
college into a university.
The INDEPENDENT joins the college
community in congratulating President
Wilkins on his new position with the
American Association of State Colleges and
Universities (AASCU), and anxiously awaits
his return in the fall of 1970, when he will
continue his work with the AASCU here at
the college.

All-College
Senate

At the last Faculty Senat e meeti ng on
April 10, a proposed constitu tion of an All
College Senate was· presented. The proposed
College Senate would be comprised of

•

in

faculty , administrators, students, trustees,
and alumni. The proposed constitution also
made provisions for students to actively
partake in the various Senate Committees.
The INDEPENDENT agrees
wholeheartedly about the need for such a
College Senate, but also agrees with the
resolution of the Faculty Senate to establish
an Ad Hoc Committee to study and design
the All College Senate. It is important to
study all ramifications of this new Senate.
The resolution includes a deadline of
October 1, 1969, to insure the proposal does
not die in a file drawer.
The INDEPENDENT strongly
recommends that part of the proposed All
C ollege Senate concerning student
participation on Senate committees be
added to the Reifsnyder Committee on
revision of the present Faculty Senate
Constitution.
Specifically, students must be allowed to
sit on th e Appointment , Retention,
promotion, and Tenure (ARPT) Committee,
Academic Standards, Admissions, Library ,
Curriculum , Personnel Policy, Planning and
Development , Special Education and
Selection of Major. They must be given an
active voice and a vote on each of these
committees. Students should also ac tively
participate on· th e Departmental ARPT
committees.
Monday , April 21 , is the next scheduled
mee ting of the Faculty Senate. All students
interes ted sho uld be at this meeting to show
their inter-est in the workings of the college.

Fig Leaves?
lt has come to the attention of the
INDEPENDENT, that many seniors will be
attending graduation "in the nude". s·igns
informing seniors of the day for
measurements for cap and gowns included
the note " If yo u do not get measured today
you wi ll wa lk do wn the aisle naked."
This seems a fai r th reat to make sure all
sen iors on campus ge t measured ; howeve r,
many seniors were off campus stud ent
t eac h i n g . The ho urs schedul ed were
impossible for off campus students to
comply with.
The INDEPENDENT urges that a new
<late fo r cap and gown measurements be set
by the Senior Class Exec utive Board or, at
least they could acquire a fe w fi g leaves for
th e naked seniors.

Sp ecial
Academic Supplement
today's INDEPENDENT
All fall electives listed
to aid •1n your
selection for next semester.

However, " let he

wh o h as

-RE: Egg1 mann never sinned cast the first stone .,,
TO THE EDITOR:
Yes , W. Craig Eggimann , there
is an Ele c tion Committee.
Somewhere on this campus a
group of students parade around
and we call ourselves the Election
Committee.
We have meetings almost every
other day . This is due to the fact
that we receive an abundance of
complaints, such as : "my
opponent has put up a sign at
11 :00 p.m. instead of 12: 01 a.m.
- please disqualify him," or " my
opponent has placed a staple in a
tree - please disqualify him," or
" my opponent ' s supporter
mentioned his name at the voting
area - please disqualify the
candidate ," or " please give us
write-ins ," etc , etc. These
complaints are registered at any
time of the day . Unfortunately , a
quorum of the Election
Committee resides in the
dormitories and therefore, it is
easy for the complainers to lodge
their abusive attack'- and receive
immediate attention , i.e. we are
on twenty-four hour call.
Perhaps we have given you a
" what the hell can we do about it
attitud::"; but in all actuality what
th e hell can we do? Our rules are
so a mbiguous th at no two
members interpret them in th e
same way. When the committee

tries to " reform" the policies and
regulations, these new policies and
regulations are usually shot down
by the great Council. Perhaps the
Council representatives prefer to
keep these ru les vague so that the
candidates of their choice
(fraternal, or otherwise) will have
no difficulty in getting around
th em. Therefore, they
(candidates) can do whatever the
hell they damn please. ls this not
the case?
Maybe we give a lot of verbal
slaps on the wrist, but when do
we ever receive a pat on the back?
Mr. Eggimann, we also are
disgusted - disgusted at the
pettiness of candida tes an d their
supporters, an d disgusted with the
ru les an d regulations of the
Election Committee.

Sincerely,
MARCY BECKERMAN
MARTI COHEN
Two members of the
Election Committee
CLASS OF 1971

7etterer
I

T

,,

TO THE JUNIOR CLASS :
During the past two years , Miss
Caroline Vetterer has served the
student body as Assistant
Treasurer and Treasurer of the
Student Organization . I urge you
to elect Miss Vetterer as a
representative to the Student
Council for two rather obvious
reasons : she is one of the most
know ledgable people in this
college as regards the financial
matters of the organization, and
she has been one of the most
dedicated Council members with
which I have ever had the pleasure
of working.
Sincerely ,
WILLIAM L. PRICE
PRESIDENT ,
Student Organization , Inc .

Confused
TO THE EDITOR:
I am writing this letter in
response to J acqueline Fidurski' s
pl ea of so-called conce rn which
stemmed from a proposal made
by Chancellor Dungan to open t/J e
doors of state co\\ege to a\\
d isa dv an t age d high school
students regardl ess of their
academic abilities.
Exactly WHAT is Miss Fidurski
concerned with? ls she concerned
with the fact that our "apathetic"
campus with its middle class
values will be shaken or is she
concerned that there will be a
greater variety of ethnic groups
which could possibly bring about
some needed changes here? ls she
concerned that the student who
sits on one side of her may be
from the so-called "ghetto" and
couldn't possibly meet the
stan dards of someone sitting on
the other side of her from
su b urbia? O r is this a
(Continued on Pa~c 8 )
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Generation Unsu_re Soun d -Ai,d Fury ...
(Edito,',Qf

Jt!}:'!m!.~!!:n

But Mostly Fury

widely

circulated and read by many people on the East Coast. The author is a
professor of biology at Harvard University and a 1968 Nobel prize
winner in medicine . This is the text of a speech he delivered
extemporaneously at Massachusetts Institute of Technology on March 4
during the activities organized there to protest the misuse of science.)
By George Wald

All of you know that in the last couple of years there has been
student unrest breaking at times into violence in many parts of the
world : in England, Germany, Italy , Spain, Mexico and , needless to say ,
in many parts of this country. There has been a great deal of discussion
as to what it all means.
Perfectly clearly, it means something different in Mexico from
what it does in France, and something different in France from what it
does in Tokyo, and something different in Tokyo from what it does in
·this country. Yet unless we are to assume that students have gone crazy
all over the world, or that they have just decided that it's the thing to
do , there must be some common meaning.
I don't need to go so far afield to look for that meaning. I am a
teacher, and at Harvard I have a class of about 350 students - men and
women - most of them freshmen and sophomores.
A lecture is much more of a dialogue than many of you probably
appreciate. As you lecture , you keep watching the faces, and
information keeps corning back to you all the time. I began to feel,
particularly this year, that I was missing much of what was coming
back. I tried asking the students, but they didn't or couldn't help me
very much .
But I think I know what's the matter, even a little better than
they do. I think that this whole generation of students is beset with a
profound uneasiness. I don' t think they have yet quite defined its
source.
What's bothering these students? Some of them tell you it's the
Vietnam war.
The _c oncept of war crimes is an American invention. We've
committed many war crimes in Vietnam , but I'll tell you something
interesting about that. We were committing war crimes in World War II.
The saturation bombing of German cities was a war crime, and if we
had lost the war some of our leaders.,.might have had to answer for it.
I've gone through all of that history lately, and I find that there's
a gimmick to it. That gimmick is that if one can allege that one is
repelling or retaliating for an aggression - after that, everything goes.
And you see, we are living in a world in which all wars are wars of
-defense. All War Departments are now Defense Departments.
l think we've lost the war, as a lot of other people think, too. The
Vietnamese have a secret weapon . It's their willingness to die beyond
our willingness to kill. In effect, they've been saying, you can kill us,
but you'll have to kill a Jot of us, you may have to kill all of us. And
thank heavens, we are not yet ready to do that.
But that Vietnam war, shameful and terrible as it is, seems to me
only an immediate incident in a much larger and more stubborn
situati on .
Part of my trouble with students is that almost all the students I
reach we re born since World War II. Just after World War II, a series of
new and abnormal procedures came into American life . We regarded
them at the time as temporary aberrations. We though we would get
back to normal life some day.
But those procedures have stayed with us now for more than 20
years, and those students of mine have never known anything else.
They think th ose thi ngs are normal. They think we've always had a
Pentagon, that we have always had a big army and that we always had a
draft. But th ose are all new things in American life, and I think they
may be incompati ble with what America meant before.
How many of you realize that just before World War II , the ent i;e
American army, incl uding the Air Force, numbered 139,000 rncri"
Then World War II started, but we weren't yet in it; and seeing tl1
there was great £rouble in the world , we dc-nbled this arm/ le ~ ~
men. Then in World War H it got tl> be e ght rnillio, \fter the .\"
ended we prepared to go bac k to a peace ti me a1my , ~ l
-· • •
am1y h::id always been before. Inde;d in 1q50 - think ,o it 1 ~o, l,
inte!·r;:1tional commitments, the co!<l W'J1 lie Truman j,,nn,'. nd :,'
the n.)st of it - we got down 'c> 600,uOO r,c11.
N,)W we have 3.5 million mon under arms: ;ibuut c - ,"'0 ·"
Vietnair>, about 300,000 more in ·•~up11ort areas'' : 1scw~1e , • 1
Pacific, about 250,000 in (,e,man~. And tk:re are a I,, ·•t '· ., it ~• ,.,,,
month~ ~go we we,;;, told that 300,000 National f uarJ.,irL~,1 Jna
200,000 reservis ts had been special:y trai, .,·d for riot duty ii1 •h~ cities
[ say the Vietnam '-v.H is just m immediate incidl nt. hec~rns::: ~
Jonr a•: we keep that big an Trmy, it ·,viii :i. '-' •vs find ti ::,:, , tc) t' ., I
Vi;,:1::irn ,mr stoppt: d r•)mo ·)\1-·, w•t tJ •.c.; g ~t miliW,-:,. · '~.bl h
~nt.'! J~·~·:; :.. ~ . .e that \'le \'I l ·, bf
; ~1·
f
•·
1ft
~? '1r ,. ,

By ED NAHA

Over the past few weeks I have
received quite a few letters that
have proved to be both interesting
and inane. Some of you people
have asked me why I didn't write
rebuttals to everyone that was
printed. Here is a demonstration
o·f what would most likely
happen :
To the Editor,
Concerning the article ,
"Mother Nature's Son,"(March 13)
I would like to congratulate Ed
Naha on stealing the ideas of our
beloved Marlin Perkins , who , as
you know, has a copyright on the
-idea of wildlife conservation .
Thief!
Sincerely ,
M. PERKINS
Little Doggie Orphanage
Dear Mr. Perkins,
Oh yeah?
Sincerely,
ED NAHA
To the Editor ,
Mr. Naha's outright attack on
Mr. Perkins was revolting! In his
attack, Naha reveals his true
colors as a skunk, and exposes
himself as an immature nitwit. I'm
sure that this egotistical moron
would stop at nothing short of
name-calling to see his name in
print.
Sincerely,
TESS TRUEHEART
Class of '72

Dear Miss Trueheart
Go sit on a tack.
Sincerely,
EDNAHA
To the Editor,
Why, in God's name, did Mr.
N aha in his reply to Miss
Trueheart insist she sit on a tack?
Why a tack, and not a nail? Is Mr.
Naha trying to create a tack
monopoly in order to put the nail
industry out of business? Doesn't
he believe in free enterprise? My
father fought in W.W. II (the big
one) to save this country for
pinkos like him. He's in the nail
industry and proud of it. I would
encourage all true Americans in
this school to boycott THE
INDEPENDENT whenever there
is an article by Ed the Red in it.
Sincerely
L. MADDOX JR.
class of '69 (and proud of it)
Dear Mr. Maddox
I am not a pinko.
Sincerely,
ED NAHA
To the Editor,
In his recent report, Mr. Naha
reveals his true racist attitude.
What's the matter with pinkos?
Does he have anything against the

blacks, reds, or yellows?
Sincerely,

BILL E. DINGHART

Dear Mr. Dinghart,
Color should be a non-existant
factor in human relations.
Sincerely,
EDNAHA
To the Editor ,
Just as I thought! Naha's
recent reply was a direct steal
from the "Galloping Gormet" TV
show! Aha! I caught him! I told
you he was a thief! Didn't I? At
last!
Sincerely ,
M. PERKINS
Little Doggie Orphanage
Soon the tone of the letters
themselves would change . until
you had 1etters like the
following :
To the Editor,
Mr. Naha's recent article was
outrageous! ln paragraph three,
page seven, he had a comma fall
OUTSIDE the quotation mark
and .. .
... I am writing this note in
crayon cuz they don't let me yooz
anything sharp to write wit here.
The letters would gradually taper
off until one day . . .
To the Editor,
Concerning the article "All
You Need ls Love ... and Good
Brakes , " I would like to
congratulate Ed Naha on stealing
the ideas of our beloved Ralph
Nader. The clever thief had
everyone fooled, tuv.
Sincerely,
J.M. INANE

Urban Studies
Do Not Pass
Bd. Trustees

A major program in urban
studies failed to be passed last
month by the Board of Trustees.
A proposed major in philosophy
was passed by the Tru stees, but
defeated by the Board of Higher
Educati on .
Ac"ordi ng to Presi d,.n t Eu gene
Wilki •s , the Board of 'rust ees is
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Sum:mer hap ens
at Southampton!
What a way to learn! Located In one of the country's
best-known summer fun areas, Southampton College Is
surrounded by magnificent beaches, yachf.ing and sail•
ing centers, golf courses, art colonies, theatre activities
and more and more!
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Hutchinson Sees College As
A Delllocratic Organization
"A college should be a
democratic organization," Dr.
John C. Hutchinson, professor of
sociology and chairman of the
Faculty Senate of Newark State
College, said recently, as he
discussed the approval of the
Senate constitution by the
college's Board of Trustees.
"The very existence of the
Senate points out the efforts of
the college to grow as a
democracy," he explained. The
30-member executive organization
was formed over two years ago
with the encouragement and
assistance of Dr. Eugene G.
Wilkins , president of the college,
to involve the faculty in the
formation of education policy.
Cooperation between the
Administration and the Senate has
been mutually productive, and Dr.
Wilkins frequently expresses
enthusiasm and support for the
new organization.
"I am very pleased that my
recommendation for the adoption
of the Senate constitution has
been favorably acted upon by the
Board of Trustees. The Senate of
Newark State College has shown
itself to be a responsible and
efficient agent with whom the
governance of the college can be
shared," Dr. Wilkins has said.
The Senate now functions with
seven committees to deliberate
and recommend educational
policy in areas of academic
concern and faculty and
administrative personnel. The
Curriculum Committee alone
developed for this year seven new
liberal arts programs and a
teacher-librarian program ,
processed 60 new courses and
helped to revise seven programs.
Approval of the Senate
constitution February 27 by the
Board of Trustees gave official
sanction to the thriving operation.
"Cooperation with the Student
Organization is further evidence
of the democratic structure of the
college," Dr. Hutchinson pointed
out. "We confer frequently with
student leaders in planning
programs for the college," he said.
Mr. William Price, president of
the Student Organization , agrees
that the alliance is a constructive
one. "We really enjoy working
with the Senate. The college is our

1

developing major and minor
programs of instruction, courses,
workshops and seminars for
undergraduate and graduate
students.
Jn addition to its chairman, the
Senate has a vice-chairman and a
secretary, positions currently held
by Mr. Howard Schumacher and
Dr. Theodore Stier respectively.
Its first chairman was Dr. Donald
R. Raichle, then professor of
American history, now director of
the Division of In de pendent
Colleges and Universities for the
Department of Higher Education
in Trenton, elected in October
1966 and re-elected the following
June for the 1967-68 year. Dr.
Hutchinson was elected in
December 1967 to fill an
unexpired term when Dr. Raichle
moved his office to Trenton and

Dr. John Hutchinson

mutual concern , and we like being
involved cooperatively in the
program of the college ," he has
said.
Mr. Price is also a member of
Dr. Wilkins' Cabinet, Dr. Wilkins
established the precedent of
including the president of the
Student Organization in this
administrative body in 1950.
The Senate is empowered
under the terms of its constitution
to represent the faculty by serving
as a forum to determine
professional opinion and as an
agency for the formation of
educational policy . Its decisions
are subject to review by the Board
and veto by the President of the
College.
The Senate is responsible for
establishing academic standards
for admission , retention and
graduation , establishing the
grading system and awarding
scholarships. Jt assists in the
development of personnel policies
as they relate to qualifications ,
r a n k a n d p o s i ti on , job
descriptions , appointments ,
reappointments , tenure ,
promotions, s pe cial salary
increments, incentives, sabbatical
leaves and special assignments.
The primary responsibility for the
appointment, retention and
promotion of faculty resides in
each department.
The Senate is responsible for

TOWNSEND LECTURE BOARD
Needs New Members·

For 1969-1970

INTERESTED?
Apply (Name, Phone,

& Mailbox No.) to
Townsend Lecture Bo.ard
MB No. 572 or No. 923 -

(Continued on Page 14)

Daniels Discusses
L.A. Curriculum
"You can change your major,
but not automatically,"
emphasized Mr. Wesley Daniels,
Director of Academic Advisement
in an interview last week, just
before registration materials for
the 1969 fall semester were sent
out by the college.
Students in education curricula
wishing to transfer to a liberal arts
curriculum, stated Mr. Daniels,
must be sure they pick up the
extra courses required for liberal
arts .
He pointed out that foreign
language is required in the L.A.
programs, and that only 4 credit
science courses fulfill the liberal
arts scier:ice requirement. He
explained however ~at both
elementary education and
secondary education majors will
have "no trouble with
humanities" because the liberal
arts humanity category

requirement is only 9 credit
hours. Six credit hours in the fine
and p~rforming arts are required
for liberal arts majors.
Mr. Daniels also explained the
status of the major in secondary
education. The program will be
phased out, but all current
secondary education majors will
continue in this existing program.
Beginning with the class of 1973,
secondary education can be
elected as a minor program.
Mr. Daniels further commented
on the ''new general education
ap proach" instituted by the
curriculum changes just passed by
the Board of Trustees.
He explained that general
education courses are not
"education" courses, but are the
courses offered to all freshmen
and sophomores regardless of
their major. These include
(Continued on Page 12)
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Giveyour
con=....,, ·lenses
a . . . th

t

In order to keep your contact lenses as
comfortable and convenient as they were
meant to be, you have to take care of
them . But until now you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not
with Lensine. Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete contact lens care .
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in
Lensine overnight assures you of proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soak ing case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine .
It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between wearings may result in
the growth of bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases can endanger your vision .
Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you
insert your lens, coats and lubricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in
the eye's fluids. That's because
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution,
which means-~at it blends with
the natural fluids of the eye.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get
some Lensine, from the
Murine Company, Inc.
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Student Profiles:

N.S.C. To Initiate
Foreign Program

George Gunzelma'1
by Dave Lichtenstein

A plan to provide study abroad
for students at state colleges and
universities is expected to be
launched in September 1970,
according to Dr. Eugene G.
Wilkins, president.
The American Association of
State Colleges and Universities
hopes to open two centers for
foreign study, one in Mexico and
the other in Quebec, as the first
step in a plan that calls eventually
for 20 centers for American
students in locations all over the
world, Dr. Wilkins said.

Mexican education at the
secondary and university level. He
and Mrs. Wilkins served as
in terpeters for the 14-member
investigating team.
Under the plan, state colleges
and universities would pool their
resources to finance the center,
and professors from the state
schools would staff them. Each
center would accomodate 1,000
American students, who would
get full academic credit off their
work .

Dr. Wilkins pointed out that a
trend to establish overseas centers
began in the 1950s. A number of
Dr. Wilkins, a member of the private colleges now have foreign
AASCU executive board of centers where students can spread
directors, recently visited Mexico their sophomore, junior or senior
with other members of the years.
association to investigate possible
American student enrollment
locations for a center there . The
University of the Americas at abroad has dropped in recent
Puebla and the American School years, whili! enrollment of foreign
Foundation in Mexico City are students in American institutions
being considered, he said. Dr. has been rising, he said. The
Wilkins was at one time head of AASCU plan is aimed at reversing
the Secondary Division of the the trend by doubling the number
American School Foundation and of American students now going
has had repeated contacts with abroad to study.
·- - - .

\
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Hold your own.
VlNYL TOTE BAG KEEPS YOUR

COLT 45 MALT LIQUOR COLD.$3.95

Cool idea for boat, beach, barbecue, ball park. This 17" tall,
full color Colt 45 Malt Liquor "can" holds the real thing ... up
to 18 twelve-ounce cans. Sports an adjustable strap, heavy
insulation, and zipper top.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
Please send me-,--~:---tote bags.

:

(quantity)

I have enclosed $3.95 check or money order for each.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address-----,-....,,..---...,,...,--,----,-----,--..,.,.----,(lndicate home address if offer is void' in the state where you attend college .)

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
Mail to Tote Bag , Box 1800, Baltimore, Maryland 21203.
•Offer void in the following states and where prohibited by law : District of Columbia , MM:hi11n ,
North Carolina. Ohio, Oregon . Pennsylvan ia, Utah , Virii: inia, Wuh inKton , Texas , Vermont.

Senior George Gunzelman has participated in
the athletic program at Newark State for four years
in which he has been athletic manager, team trainer,
a member of College Athletic Board,
Student-Faculty Committee on Athletics, and
Chairman of the I.F.C. Athletic Committee. He is
also a brother of Nu Delta Pi fraternity.
In the following interview, he discussed the ,
athletic situation at NSC and related his opinions of
it.
Independent: How do you view the position of
being team manager or trainer, which is usually
thought of as the 'unheralded' position.
Gunzelman : I feel that it is important because the ,
manager has to serve as the link between the
coaches and the players , and has to be able to work
with both. Jt is especially rewarding to me.
Independent: How do you feel about the present
athletic situation in relation to the amount of
available male students?
Gunzelman : We have to institute a stronger
recruiting program to get more good athletes at
Newark State. I feel we need the addition of a mens
Phy. Ed Major and the presence of Work
Scholarships as part of this program.
J think it should be mentioned that athletes at field. It is poorly laid out, in terrible shape and used
NSC, especially basketball players , are very by everyone.
dedicated. They donate large amounts of the.ir time Independent: How about the possibilities of a
and participate in the longest season of all sports.
football team?
Independent: What about the present Coaching
Gunzelman : In order to have football at NSC, we
atmosphere?
must first be able to draw more capable varsity
Gunzelman : J feel that Coach Sekela is very
athletes. This involves a cycle.
dedicated and puts in a lot of time with his players.
First there must be a student movement, which
J also think that as much as possible should be pone
includes putting pressure on the 'right' people. Then
to make varsity coaches members of the NSC
these people must get the job done. When a new
faculty.
issue arises, the students go back into action and the
Presently Coach Sekela's duties as a teacher at
cycle will repeat .
_
Cranford might prevent even more coaching success, Independent: As Chairman of the Intra-Fraterrut
and I think that something should be done to get all Athletic Program, how do you feel about Greek
NSC coaches on the faculty staff.
influence on campus athletics?
Independent: As a member of the College Athletic Gunzelman: The fraternity on this campus
Board, have you been impressed by any specific tremendously affects the athletic program. It is my
issues?
belief that if frats unite themselves in a common
Gunzelman: Yes. The idea of per-capita income, as
cause of a better athletic program, much can be
proposed by Student Council, is the best thing that
accomplished.
has happened to the athletic program at Newark
State.
But it seems to me that right now fraternities
The reason for this is that when you have a are only concerned about their own brothers as
budget of $35,000, not even including football, you members of varsity teams . This attitude is greatly
can 't have people who don't know anything about hurting athletics at NSC and must end. For even if
athletics controlling the funds.
you get a football team on campus the present frat
Independent: Are there any specific athletic areas in situation will prevent it from amounting to
which you feel Newarl< State is especially reticent? anything.
Gunzelman: Yes, we have an especially poor athletic
(( o ntinu ed on Page I I)
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You keep flunking
your best subject? ·

"WHAT'S

IT
ALL
ABOUT?"
Find
out
this
Sunday,
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20,
in
the
Theatre
for
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Performing
Arts,
when
Michael
Caine
stars
in
"Alfie."

Think it over, over coffee.
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Sound And Fury
(Continued from Page 4)

Poor Choice

representation of prejudice against
people because they are not like
herself?
I suggest that if time had been TO THE EDITOR:
This is the first and probably
taken to look INTO the proposal,
last
time that you will hear from
she would have found that there is
by no means any attempt to lower me. Up to nqw, I have read the
INDEPENDENT and truthfully
the standards of the colleges.
have
not agreed with half of what
Under ' past and present
admission policies, it would you printed. I have not written
almost be impossible for a before, because nothing seemed
disadvantaged student to get to serious enough. But , I think this
the front door of the is, and this is your Student Profile
on Clark Guettel , I question the
administration buildings.
The attempt is to get these very act of his being labelled as a
students into the colleges and student. If he attends Newark
further their education whether it State just to avoid the draft , as he
takes four or five years. The states in your interview, he is not
"disadvantaged student" would be here to study, he is here looking
carrying fewer semester hours for protection and refuge . So, he
than is normally carried so that he is more of a refugee than a
or she could handle the subjects student. One who is here to hide
without being overloaded to a from his · obligations to his
government.
point of failing.
If Mr. Guettel can somehow
It is a shame that there are
those who can't see the need for find the strength to come out
helping the disadvantaged and from behind his protective shield
finally letting them have a of NSC I hope he takes his top hat
"chance" that has always been and zipper with him, for it would
add much to his favorite song,
theirs , but DENIED .
So Miss Fidurski, "check "America the Beautiful."
JOSEPH BOSHEK,
yourself out" and try to dig the
I.E . '72
real reason why you don't want
an open door policy.
REALLY CONCERNED
DIANE BARCLIFF '70

Guettel?

Student
Problems
(Continu.:,1 from Pag.c 2)

TO THE EDITOR:
' Does N.S .C. have no person
more deserving of recognition
than Clark Guettel? It is a sad
state of affairs when a school
paper devotes time and energy to

relationship, course content, garbage like this! With all of the
procedures, and methodology, students who devote hours to the
etc. should be discussed
good of the school , the
INDEPENDENT instead chooses
1 . with the instructor to write four columns on a person
concerned. 1f the problem or need who makes a mockery of decency .
is not resolved at this point , the
Perhaps this was merely
next step is
~ written in jest. If so, it was
pa thetic . If it was written
2 . the department chairman
seriously , it was disgusting. We fail
concerned. If the problem or need
to see either beauty or humor in
is not resolved at this point , the
an open-zippered drunk!
next step is
If the INDEPENDENT is
3. The assistant Dean of the looking for candidates worthy of
College. If the problem or need the readers' time , stay away from
those who seek publicity for
still obtains, the next step is
publicity's sake.
LINDA ASH .
4. Dean of the College. Finally,
BARBARA
CALASANTO
'70
if the problem or need has not yet
been solved, the next step is
5. the President of the College.
c. Grades
Instructors alone are
responsible for the determination
of grades of the students in their
respective classes . Student
problems arising in the area of
gr a d e s should be referred
immediately to
1. the instructor concerned. If
the problem is not solved at thi s
step , the next step is
2. the department chairman. If
the problem is not solved at this
point, the next step is .
3. the Assistant Dean of the
College. If the problem still obtains, the next step is
4. the Dean of the College. If
the problem is still unresolved, the
next step is
5. the President of the College.
Note: In each of the above
areas the student may request his
class representative from the
student council to accompany
him in the presentation thru the
sequence of steps.

Confused
TO THE EDITOR:
On Tuesday , March 25 at 3 :30
P.M. the Presidential candidates
for the Class of '72 spoke to a
group of approximately 50
students (1124 of the class) , most
of whom had already made up
their minds . Although this is
deplorable, I am not wri ting to
berate my class.
A number of up perclassmen
were prese nt, which is their right.
After all, our class president holds
a co uncil se«t and therefore
affects more than the class alone .
A few posed questions which
cause d considerable confusion in
my mind .
One felt that the class
president's Council seat was all
important. Another felt that the
class should come first. A third
expressed the view that staying in
school should be a major concern.
ls any class president expected

• • •

1
to be superhuman and to execute
all these jobs perfectly? Or should
he give precedence to one? If so,
which one? I would appreciate an TO THE EDITOR:
answer. Thank you.
Apathy has spread its
Sincerely, destructive claws throughout
BERNADETTE SCHIERER - many college campuses. Newark
CLASS OF '72 State has become one of several
such contaminated campuses.
In the past election only one
fourth of the freshman class
voted ; there was also a poor
TO THE EDITOR:
turnout of voters in the other
On your way to the office, class levels. This is due, primarily,
congratulate for me the Student to the lack of communication
Council on another supreme between the student
unified effort.
representatives and the students
After the last election , during themselves. If there was more
which McLeod brought write-in organization in the Student
votes to the school , Mr. Tony Council and Congress itself, we
Levi , (a member of both the might be able to do something
Election Committee and Student with this situation.
Council) , informed me of his
I have been told by other
wholesome discontent, and that students on campus that a group
of three other members I know in of freshmen have started a
the dorms. (The other members committee on campus to support
are also on both committees.) one Congressman John Fay and
Two weeks later, I find that one Freeholder George Otlowski
write-in votes have failed to be in the upcoming election in
legalized, Student Council November. These students have
set out to assemble all students of
soundly defeating the issue.
I find the above system of voting age in order to encourage
merely blocking write-in votes to them to participate in this
be inadequate . Mr. Levi, (and, of election.
course , your associates on both
If this handful of students can
agents) , why not just get Student communicate with all of the
Council to place those write-ins individuals in as large a county as
on the ticket of the losing Middlesex, why can ' t the
candidate? This would give the Congressmen of N.S.C. meet with
minority a chance and would all the students, not just a select
serve to get apathetic students to few?
the polls.
Sincerely,
DON BRADY '72
R. KEVIN HACKETT

Apathy

Blocliing

College
Senate

To the Editor:
I wish to thank the officers of
the Student Organization and the
Editors of the Independent for
helping to make possible the
launching of a serious public
discussion of a proposed College
Senate. The proposal originated
with Dr. Jane Guinnane. I was an
early recruit because of my
long-standing desire to involve
student representatives in college
government. The student leaders
helped by appearing at the
Faculty Senate meeting of
Thursday , April 10, and by
presenting their views, pro and
con , on the proposal. President
Wilkins also gave his timely
support to the effort at the same
meeting.
By the way of continuing the
discussion which has begun , I
should like to address myself to
certain comments which were
made at that meeting of April 10.
One of the participants suggested
that my proposal to allocate a
Senate seat to the black students
and to give them representation
on certain committees
(Curriculum, Admissions,
Planning) was not a very
felicitious one . He suggested that
this could be regarded as
"tokenism" and added that black
students can function effectively
(Continued on Page 13)
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How to take a course in anatomy
and stay awake in physics.
If you don't want to give up
everything physical for physics,
we have something for you.
NoDoz.® The stimulating pill for
the unstimulating morning after.
Nothing you can buy without a

prescription has a stronger stimulant.
And NoDoz is not habit forming.
·
So after a course in anatomy has done
something for your ego,
·:c,:·.
take two NoDoz and do
. ,....,, ' ,._~
something for your grades. :~ ;
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Gunzelman

Is There A

(Continued from Page 7)

In d ependent: What part do
Intra-Murals play in our College
life?
Gunzelman: These could be the
biggest activity at this college. At
all colleges intra-murals give a
chance of participation to all
students.
The idea of intra-murals is to
get as many people as possible to
participate in a program of
physical fitness.
Independent: How do you feel
about varsity athletes
participating in Greek Sports?
Gunzelman: I feel that when you
allow varsity athletes to
participate in Greek Sports you
divide the varsity team. This
action of putting players on the
varsity team against each other
contradicts the goal of team
unity.
There is so much stress placed
on unity throughout the year,
that I feel it is a waste to allow
these players to split against each
other during Greek programs.
Independent: In closing, would

you like to say something about
the College Athletic Board, of
which you are a member?
Gunzelman: Yes. I view it as the
first part of the cycle which I
spoke of for improving athletics at
Newark State. We meet
informally, have no outside policy
whatever and our only concern is
the betterment of athletics at
Newark State.

W.i.V:does
a peifect size7
look perfect
only21 day$
eve{Ymontfi?

DON'T MISS
JULIAN BOND
Speaking At
The Last
of the
Tow nsend
Lectures
T .P.A .
Tuesday 1:40
College Free Hour
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"Theory of Education"
By DOROTHY ASMUND

We have a theory of Evolution,
a theory of Relativity, Quantum
Theory, Number Theory, all kinds
of scientific and mathematical
laws and theorems, but do we
have a "Theory of Education?"
Since we have put so much faith,
money, effort and manpower into
it, and since we are, or will be
teachers, it seems a valid question.
Perhaps we might better ask,
how did science and mathematics
advance so far in the past 400
years? What was the trigger that
started the ball rolling? Was it not
the "Scientific Method"? It seems
that before this process was
invented, science and mathematics
were still in the Land of the
Pharoahs. But after its invention,
things sure did start to "pop!"
But what is this magical
"Scientific Method?" Is it not
speculating on hunches by making

hypotheses, then trying to prove
them by inductive and deductive
reasoning, through c.areful
observations, sensitivity to causes
and consequences, ability to
generalize and specialize? In other
words, the scientific method
taught us to think int elligentl y ...
about science and mathematics.
Is this the only area where
intelligent thinking is going on? It
sure seems that way! Take for
example our social problems. "We
rarely treat them as problems in
the intellectual sense of the word.
They are thought of as 'evils'
needing correction? as naughty or
diabolic things to be 'refor(}d' " so says John Dewey in
In dividualism

Old

and

New.

Instead of thinking objectively
and intelligently, we "moralize"
and toss intelligent thinking out
the window. Naturally our
problems involving people will
remain unsolved. And while
science and mathematics go on .to
conquer the world and outer
space, Neanderthal Man is at the
helm!
If we claim to call ourselves
''educators", we surely must
educate. If wwe must teach
subject matter, how about using it
as food for thought, not just
absorption and regurgitation, like
a spineless sponge! This. is what
Dewey was trying to say? to
educate people to think
intelligently on all real problems
not merely scientific and
mathematical ones. He wanted us
to start solving social problems
with intelligent thought not the

moralistic thought of the Middle
Ages. For basically, are not all real
problems basically "people"
problems?
As a result, Dewey wanted to
unite intellectual thinking with
emotional sensitivities. He also
wanted to use subject matter as a
"means" by which the "method"
was learned. And this subject
matter was to enrich the
intellectual capacities, no
anaesthetize it. "Because the free
working of mind," says Dewey,
"is one of the greatest joys open
to man, the scientific attitude,
incorporated in individual mind, is
something which adds enormously
to one's enjoyment of existence".
But Dewey's interpretation of
"mind" was active and dynamic,
not passive and static.
How can one be master of
one's fate if he has no share in
guiding it? In a world of constant
change, Intelligence is our only
security. Intelligence is the name
of 20th century man. Intelligence
is our new individual. But in order
to get to the intelligence of man,
we must penetrate the emotions
of man.
BAHA' I FAITH

A Baha'i firesi de has been ,
planned for Saturday, April
19th, 8 p.m.
56 Denham Road
Springfield, New JerseyFor further information
contact Joan Cingar MB No.
274 or call 376-6583.

NJEA ·Claims Victory In
PERC College Decision
It has nothing to do with
calories. It's a special
female weight gain ...
caused by temporary
water-weight build-up.
Oh, you know ... that
uncomfortable full
feeling that sneaks up
on you the week before
your menstrual period.
This fluid retention not
only plays havoc with
your looks but how
you feel as well.
( It puts pressure on
delicate nerves and
tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
cramps and headaches,
leaves emotions on edge.)
That's why so
many women take P AMPRIN~.
It gently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.

P AMPRIN makes sure a perfect
size 7 never looks less than perfect.
Nor feels less than perfect, either.

"Individual campus recognition
elections will give five N .J . state
college faculties the opportunity
to prove to Chancellor Ralph A.
Dungan and the college trustees
he influences that the faculty
associations are the ones with
whom they will ultimately have to
negotiate."

Paterson , Jersey City, and
Glassboro State Colleges will now
become the centers of association
action to win decisive recognition,
and then get on with good faith
negotiations."
Three other association
positions were upheld in the
Commission's report : a
determination that department
William Hayward , NJEA
heads are not precluded from
coordinator of higher education,
voting, that absentee ballots be
made the statement during a
omitted, and that part-time
meeting of the Assn. of N .J. State
faculty be excluded from full-time
College Fa cul ties' executive
faculty negotiating units .
council, an affiliate of the New
Since no recognition was given
Jersey Education Assn., at NJEA
in the PERC directive to the
Headquarters here. His comments
negotiations procedures proposed
were directed at Friday's
by the Chancellor, their lack of
announcement of N.J. Public
status with the Commission
Employment Relations
brought favorable reaction from
Commission plans to resolve the
the faculty association leaders.
impasse in faculty recognitions
Association representatives have
declared by the Chancellor in
long
claimed the right to approve
December. The plan calls for
all
ground
rules before formal
elections no later than May 20.
negotiations begin
"This will put an end to the
HaywArd also pointed out that
delaying tactics of the N.J. State "PE RC's- recognition of the
Board of Higher Education and association demand that ballots
local college trustees who shall include the names of both
followed the Department's lead in local and state bargaining-agents
refusing to recognize the majority seeking faculty approval will be
faculty associations," 1-layward advantageous to the associations
added. "Trenton State College is in the campus election campaigns.
the one exception, where the NJEA will give its full support to
trustees have already recognized the campus faculty associations
the Faculty Assn. under the N.J. for local bargaining and the Assn.
Public Employee-Employer of NJ . State College Faculties for
_Relations Act. Newark, Montclair,-~ state-level negotiating."

(
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President Eugene Wilkins Resigns

Senate Bill To Make
Boards Responsive
TRENTON
A move is
.brewing to · make New Jersey
school boards more responsive to
the will of parents, taxpapers, and
citizens in general.
A bill has been introduced to
the State Senate which would let
citizens force a special election to
deci,de if an · unresponsive
school-board member remains in
office. At present, a school-board
member can be removed only
when he moves out of the school
district or misses three
consecutive board meetings
"without good cause ."
The bill , S-687, is sponsored by
Sen. Hugh A Kelly of Gloucester
Twp. and Sen. Frank C. Italiano
of Camden. It is being supported
by the New Jersey Education
Assn.
Says Sen. Kelly: 'The public
already possesses the power to
vote on ousting any elected
municipal official. Only the
school-board member is beyond
recall by the public.
"A school-board member can
ignore the wishes of the public; he
can follow his own whims or
eccentricities; he can take actions
that actually harm the schools.
Yet the parents, citizens, an d
taxpayers of the district do not
get a chance to remove him from
office until his term expires and
he stands for reelection."
- Because most school elections
draw only a small percentage of
eligible voters, an organized group
can elect individual board
members - or an entire slate of
board members
who are
motivated by special interests
rather than the good of the

r-- -
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(Continued from Page I)

member of that council before it

schools and students, says Sen.
Kelly, adding: "Considering the
amount of money involved in
school budgets; considering the
vast responsibility of school
boards for hiring, firing, and
buying; considering the school
board's power to shape or limit
the future of our children - the
public is ,entitled to a procedure
for removing board members
whose actions threaten to hurt
education, schools, or pupils."
Occasionally , NJEA reports,
individuals or groups protest the
actions of their school board or of
specific board members. Several
citizen groups are nnow active in
various New Jersey sGhool
districts. Since they have no legal
recourse, they are among groups
asking that S-687 become law.
Under S-687, citizens seeking
the ouster of a school board
member could force a recall
election by collecting the
signatures of 25 per cent of the
district's registered voters. At the
same election , the voters would
elect a replacement to fill the
r c c a 11 e d b oar d ·m cm be r's
unexpire d term.
Jf a majority voting in the
election supported the incumbent,
he would continue in office. Jf a
majority voted to recall him, the
candidate receiving the highest
vote would succeed him.
"Our schools are too important
to the public," says Dr. Frederick
L. Hipp , NJEA's executive
secretary, "to withhold from the
citizenry the right to recall a
board member who demonstrates
unresponsiv~ness, inefficiency, or
irresponsibility."

the State University of New York
College at Oswego. He also taught
was replaced by the present Board :
graduate courses in Munich,
of Trustees in 1967.
Germany , through the University
Under Dr. Wilkins leadership
of Maryland overseas program in
the college has grown from a small
the summer of 1955. He was in
teachers college in the City of
India on a grant from the United
Newark with an enrollment of
States Department of State during
1,641 housed in one bull ding on a
January of 1963, studying Indian
one-acre campus to one of the
culture and conferring with Indian
largest of the state colleges, now a
educators.
liberal arts facility in Union with a
Dr. Wilkins entered public
total enrollment of more than
education in 1926 as a high school
I 0,000 , housed in I 8 buildings on
teacher of English at Electra, ·
a 120-acre campus and in three
Texas , imme diately upon hist
major off-campus centers. One of
graduation from North Texas
Dr. Wilkins' first tasks was to
State University, where he had
work for national accreditation majored in Latin- and English
for the college, including the
literature.AfterreceivinganM.A.
Graduate Division, which he had degree in administration and
developed . 1n working for psychology from Teachers
accreditation he obtained better
College, Columbia University , in
housing by negotiating the
1929 , he was appointed principal
purchase of the present campus
of the high school of the
from the Kean family.
American School Foundation in
His latest work, in conjunction Mexico City, Mexico, and was
with the Board of Trustees, has
instrumental in obtaining
been to reorganize the college into
four divisions or "schools" with a
dean at the head of each and two
vice presidents, one for academic
affairs and the other for
administration and business
affairs. With this reorganiza tion
the college is set to grow into a
university . Although the search
for vice presidents has been
progressing under a committee
appointed by the Board of
Trustees with Dr. Wilkins as
chairman, it is unlikely that
appointments will be made until
the board has secured a new
president.
Dr. Wilkins was dean of the
college for five years prior to his
appointment as president in 1950.
His other college positions
included lecturing and summer
session teaching at Rutgers
University , New York University ,
North Texas State University, and

-

(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky ( not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent :: .it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day! : ,
In every lab test against the old£rdboardy kind ...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on·the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap

~;~;r:.past? Mil.

New Jersey Bell@
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Playtex·invents the first-day tampon™

In the not too distant future, textbooks.
news articles, even novels and other
fictional material will be recorded with
the Bell Telephone process, and
"speed-heard"' with perfect understanding by the trained listener. For these
reasons and many others, the American
Foundation for the Blind in cooperation
with Bell Telephone Laboratories is now
studying.the possible use of compressed
speech in its tape and disc recording
programs for the blind.
"Speed Hearing"- a look at communications of the future from the
Nationwide Bell System.
Part of the Nationwide Bell System

(Continued on Page 13)
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This blind man can hear and understand
a 60-minute speech in 30 minutes.
If you've ever played a 33½ rpm record
on 78 rpm, you know what happens .
The voice speed is more than doubled
but the result is a high-pitched, squeaky
babble. Bell Telephone Laboratories has
eliminated the high pitch, the squeak
and the babble. They have developed an
electronic device (the harmonic compressor) which permits the recording of
the human voice at twice its normal
speed without any distortion whatsoever .
This process is actually a hearing
equivalent for speed-reading. And that
means everyone, but most especially the
blind, will one day have a meaningful
substitute for speed-reading. The uses
for compressed speech, as it is called,
are numerous.

a~creditation of the school during
his two-year term.
Returning to Columbia
University in 1931, he completed
work for the Ph. D. degree in
administration and was appointed
principal of the elementary
schools and assistant to the
superinten dent of schools in Short
Hills, a position he held until
1945, when he resigned to
become dean of Newark State
College.
A founder and the first
chairman of the Millburn-Short
Hills Adult School in 1936, Dr.
Wilkins continue d as its director
until 1945 and , in addition to
college teaching, taught
psychology in the adult schools at
Montclair , Essex Fells, anc!
Summit.
He is the author of Public
School Tax Management in Texas,
Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College , Columbia University, and

_
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SCC To Be

Reflections On Rutgers
By Eugene Fixler

These thoughts have been
prepared in the form of a written
statement for several reasons
which will be itemized:
1) The facts of the recent
Rutgers black student
demonstrations have been very
difficult to put together from the
patchwork approach given it by
most media.
2) The implications of the new
and experimental Rutgers
open-admissions policy are far
reaching and potentially
destructive, even though the final
resolution adopted by the Rutgers
Board of Governors is vaguely
worded and subject to changing
interpretation.
3) A university forced into a
decision by concentrated pressure
tactics and escalating demands is
invariably subject to making
unwise or unfinished statements.
Most of this poverty of
intelligence can be attributed to
the university's fear and stupidity
during the grace period between
the time the initial requests have
been made and the final
non-negotiable demands have
been crashingly deposited upon its
administrative doorstep. These are
not grace periods nor times for
holding action but a necessary
period for quick , thoughtful
action. Of course, as is almost
always the case, the university was
guilty of "non-think" and not
using its anticipatory reflex to

hammer out creative programs
more contemporary to the
desperate needs of today's
students even before the first
student "request" was
formulated. Incident!y,
Chancellor Dungan's most recent
remarks on the Rutgers
Administration's insensitivity to
the needs and the anger of the
black students, the predominantly
black high schools of Newark and
the surrounding Black
Community are one of the few
perceptive statements to come
forth from that office in quite
some time (no attempt shall be
made to question the possibilities
of the "hidden agenda" but the
powerful and correct accusation
made by the Chancellor must be
supported.)
4) Finally the Rutgers decision
has been reviewed to alert the
students , faculty, a nd
administrators of our own college
to the importance of preparing for
Newark State a well-thougl1t out
open admission policy which is
relevant and provocative. By this ,
it is implied that the chances of
destruction and frustration of
potentially good to excellent
black students by a policy that is
wide open but hopelessly inept
should never be the case at
Newark State.
Now to return to the basic
premise of this article which is to
reflect upon the events and the
results of the recent clash between

---------------

Instead of letting your parents
sit home wondering whatever
happened to their personal
investment in higher education,
pick up the telephone
and call home.
1

But be economical about it. Some times are
cheaper than others, if you're calling long
distance. And as long as you are about to do
the "right" thing, do it right.
Now, don't you feel devoted and sl ightly
self-righteous already?

Interstate station-to-station rate chart
SAT.

SUN.

7 a.m.5 p.m.

Eugene Fixler

BOS (The Black Organization of
Students) and the du al
administration of Rutgers ( the
central more powerful
administration presided over by
President Mason Gross 30 miles
down routes 1 and 9 in New
Brunswick and the "weak sister"
group of administrators on the
Newark Campus chaired by
vice-president Malcolm Talbott
who is known to have been
del ega ted prescribed duties
with out, in many instances,
accompanying authority.)
First of all, the "Black
Organization of Students" (BOS)
was born and led by a group of
Newark Rutgers student members
of the Campus NAACP. Apparetly
the "talking and partying" and
lack of community involvement
of the group was a source of
frustration .
In November of 1967, "boss"
applied for formal recognition
from the College and after some
difficulty it was granted a charter
in February 1968. Perhaps, this is
the first indication of provocative
non-creative tension on behalf of
the university. It ap pears that
three to four months is an unduly
long time to recognize a group
whose need to exist must be
obvious. From this point onward,
the series of situations an d errors
created by hesitancy and anxiety
on the part of tl1e university are
horrifying:
1) BOS , immediately upon
recognition postulated a series of
"recommendations" for
administrative action. These
consisted of the admission of
more black students and the
hiring of black teachers (there

were none at Newark Rutgers in
February 1968), the creation of a
program of urban studies and the
extension of admissions to
September 1.
The University did hire one
full-time black faculty member
and four part-time and extended
the admissions deadline. BOS
voluntarily recruited 60 qualified
black students who were admitted
but the university itself did little
to increase recruitment on its own
of more ))lack students and
offered one feeble course in the
area of urban studies.
2) N e go ti a ti o n s w i th
vice-president Talbott appeared to
produce frustrati9n and irritation
and by February 1969 BOS
jumped headlong into acceleration
of its modus operandi. The black
student group angere d by either
the inability or the reluctance of
the university to begin a program
of rapid changes, drew up a list of
eleven demands and decided to
take over a building if they
weren't met. The blame for this
build-up in the intensity of tactics
must be laid on the university's
doorstep since the membership of
BOS probably would not have
consented to, follow its leaders
into this new battlefield if a
feeling of mutual trust and
honesty had prevailed.
3) The university acceded to
nine of the demands but reacted
negatively to two dema nds
involved with admissions. One was
for the firing of the two chief
admissions officials whom the
black students, believed were not
aggressive enough in the
recruitment of increased black
student applications. The second
demand was for an increase of the
proportion of black students on
the Newark campus to 30% of the
total enrollment within two to
three years. The university did
have legitimate and sensitive
reasons for balking at these two
demands and certainly there were
minimally , violations of due
process in the case of the
"fringe". ft is most unfortunate
that the university was not
equally sensitive an d emphathetic
to the mounting activities of BOS
during the past year. If they were,
they would not have found
themselves backed into a corner
and not knowing where to turn. If
t hey acceded to all eleven

Absorbed
Into CUE
By DIANNE ARMINIO

Newark State's Sector of tl1e
N.J. State College Coalition will
be absorbed into the Committee
for Undergraduate Education next
year. Dave Lltchtenstein, one of
the two NSC members of SCC
noted that if SCC did not solve
the dorm-fee-increase problem
this year it would continue
working on the project next year
as part of CUE.
SCC was formed this year
primarily to "fight" the dorm
increase and to inform the
students of their progress.
If SCC is successful in solving
the dorm crisi s then the
organization's members would
become part of the Executive
Board of CUE.
Mr. Litchenstein stated
" Although , I was one of the
originators of SCC , I also realize
that our aims coincide with CUE
and that two conflicting groups
working for the same goal would
probably do more harm than
good. Especially, when the unity
of these two groups can result in
much progress and a dded
success."
Mr. Litchenstein also feels this
move is a step toward progress. He
says, · "The success that CUE has
had in the past ; for example, with
the Bond issue, and the progress
SCC is making in the dorm crisis is
a true indicator of the realms of
student power. And now that the
two organizations have ceme- together, I feel that the voice of
the students in New Jersey will be
an even more res pected and
influential one."

NOTICE
It's Happening
On Morris Ave.
When: 9 a.m .
Saturday, April 26.
What:
Carnival Parade
(Buy a Balloon
and pull up the
curb)

(Continued on Page 12)
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Reflections On Rutgers Continued
(Continued from Page 11)

demands they would be violating
the rights and privileges and of
their administrative employees
and the right of the faculty to set
admissions policy. If they. did not
give in, they would be faced with
a student revolution.
The insurrection is now history
as are the series of fumbling
attempts at negotiations by the
Drs. Gross and Talbott and Joseph
P. Browne, an articulate pre-law
junior, the son of a maintenance
worker at the Essex County
College, and the chairman of BOS.
Initial agreements were made and
signed by Dr. Gross but
invalidated by statements of some
of his aides and attacked by the
faculty. Black student demands
were escalated, the state's
politicians were up in arms, the
black students pulled some
disruptive stunts with fire alarms,
extinguishers and chemicals, the
other Rutgers campuses
experienced acts of protest and
disruption, the building takeover
continued finally leading to the
closing of the Newark campus.
Ultimately , the Rutgers Board
of Governors approved a
resol ution which was accepted by
all p1rties:
"That all economically and
ed u · ationally disadvantaged
app i cants who had been
graduated from Newark, Camden,
and New Brunswick high schools
wo u 1d be accepted as freshmen
students by Rutgers."

The Rutgers definition of the
two key terms are as follows:
1) Educationally disadvantaged
were those high school graduates
whose preparation has not
qualified them for admission to
any college. This would include
students who have gotten low
grades in high school, those who
have - taken non-college
preparatory subjects, and those
who have performe d poorly on
college entrance exams; 2)
Economically disadvantaged were
those whose family's income is
less than $6,000 a year if one
parent works or $7,500 if both
work.
It is at this point where I take
issue with the stupidity of the
Rutgers approach which only has
merit for Rutgers because it got
them off the hook but could
screw up true educational
programs for the disadvantaged
throughout the state. This will be
done by setting up an unrealistic
precedent and more importantly
screwing up potential students in
the program.
Rutgers is talking in terms that
defeat each other. As for example,
Gross concedes that many of the
new students in the program will
be able to do college work
immediately in one or two
subjects, but need remedial
attention in others and they'll get
both. He also states that many of
the new students will take longer
to get a Rutgers degree, but when
they do get it, it will be a vali d
and non-watered down .degree.
This is a crucial point , many of

these students shoul d not be going
to Rutgers in the first place , but
they should be entitled to a form
of higher educational training
provided and financed by the
state most suitable to the needs
and talents of each individual. By
pushing " Rutgers" for all the high
school graduates in the tri-campus
cities they are ramming the wrong
appr~ach to education down the
throats of many students who are
ultimately going to throw it up
right back at an exceedingly
embarrased university. Here was
the golden opportunity to
establish an experimental and
finally a statewi de program of
higher-education for all which will
probably now be prevented for
many years by Rutgers new
program.
As an example, Rutgers could
have been the pioneer in
establishing a new admissions
program whereby all of the
disadvantaged high school
graduates could have been
accepted into a cooperative
program administered by Rutgers
and the county colleges in each of
the three geographical areas. The
students could have been accepted
into the county colleges _in a
"college discovery" type program
where they received all the
necessary remediation course
work, tutoring, and counseling to
succee d in college work. The
students found to have academic
potential would remain in the two
year college-transfer program at
the respective county college and
upon successful completion of the

two year transfer degree woul d be
guaranteed transfer into Rutgers.
The students found to have poor
academic potential would by
mutual consent remain at the
county college and would enroll
for one of the many two year
non-transfer degrees offered by
these institutions. The current
offerings consist of degrees in
medical technology, dental
technology, nursing, computer
programming , electrical
technology, business
administration, accounting and
many others too numerous to
mention. The successful
completion of these terminal
degrees would provide the
students with immediate
professional job opportunities
with starting salaries of
$ I 50-$175 per week and potential
to increase their earning power
significantly beyon d these starting
points.
This type of program has
worked elsewhere and would
provide a realistic educational
service to the communities that
universities should be in the
business of serving. What is even
more important, if the program
would succeed un d er the
experimental tutelage of Rutgers,
it's success would force the doors
of ed u cation wi d e open
througho u t the state. For
exampie, the state coul d fun d
each of the county colleges for
this college discovery type
program an d each of the state
colleges, Ru tgers and NCE could
then be funded to fonn binding
cooperative transfer relationships
w i th

"I'm a masochist. I tm w
•
•
away my mstruct1
ns
on self-defense:'

Daniels

its

neighboring

county

college .
Joe Browne appears to be
talking in contradictions about
the Rutgers program when he
states that "The Rutgers degree
should mean the same for blacks
and whites and - that the new
Rutgers program is aimed at
producing real Rutgers degrees."
He is also confident that most of
the students admitted under the
new program will get their degree,
"Provided they're allowed to
concentrate on courses they find
(Continued on Page 14)

(Continued from Page 6)

Western Civilization , English,
Physical Education and Health.
The Director of Academic
Advisement presented a three
point base the the new general
education approach. He pointed
out: I) uniformity - assurance of
a general requirement for the first
two years; 2) option - a student
can take a sequence of courses, or
different courses, such as electing
chemistry and possibly earth
sciences; 3) depth of approach rather than a general survey.

Wesley Daniels

Urban Studies
{Continue d ft o m Page S)

fi rst time, a full-time economist
has been hired.
An a nnouncement of the
up-coming urban stu dies major
will be included in the fall
catalogue, however.
Both of these courses had
previously been passed by the
Curriculum Committee of the
Faculty Senate, the Senate itself,
and P resident Wilkins. All
curriculum changes go through all
of these channels.

R egistrar
(Continued from Page I)
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sche dule changes greatly
conceJned Mr. Muzikar and Mr.
Feeney. Mr. Loeliger explained
that he never received any of the
money for the use of the registrar,
and that it wen t to Tren ton. He
did promise to try and work out
ways in which students could be
permitted changes within a ce rtain
period of time during registration
without payment of fees.
Of great importance to
Muzikar was the question of
grades. He asked Mr. Loeligar if
many instructors were requested
by hi s office to limit thei r higher
grades. Loeliger maintained he
had never corresponded any such
slaten!'!'tlt. Dr. ()'i)rien stated that
in•t· ,1 10
rec ei ._,,, .'llll!elines to
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Pres. Wilkins Resigns Mead Recommends StUdents
(Continued from Page JO)

co-author of Living Toget her in
New Jersey, a social science
textbook for elementary pupils,
published by the Macmillan
Company. He has also published
various articles in professional
magazines.
Dr. Wilkins has served as
chairman of the Council of State
College Presidents (1965-67),
president of the Union County
Chapter of the American Cancer
Society (1966-68), president and
a member of the Board of
Governors of the New Jersey
School Master's Club , president of
The New Jersey Society for
Crippled Children and Adults, a
mem b er of the National
Commission for Accreditation and
as a trustee of the Cora Hartshorn
Arboretum and Bird Sanctuary.
He is currently a trustee of the

New Jersey Council on Economic
Education and a member of the
American Association of School
Administrators, the New Jersey
Council on Education, Kappa
Delta Pi and Phi Delta Kappa
(honorary fraternities), a member
of the Board of Direc_tors of the
American Association of State
Colleges and Universities and a life
member of the National
Education Association and the
New Jersey Congress of Parents
and Teachers.
D r. Wilkins is a licensed
Episcopal lay leader in Christ
Church of Short Hills and a board
member of its day school. He is a
member of Rotary Club, the
Chamber of Commerce of Union
Township and the Chamber of
Commerce of Eastern Union
County. He is a member of the
Board of Directors of the First
State Bank of Union.

Todd Wins

The class of 1972 elected John
Todd President in a run-off
election last Thursday, April 4.
John Todd vied for office
against incumbent Ron Riley. For
the first time in recent Student
Organization elections, both
candidates received the same
number of votes (137) creating a
tie and the need for the run-off
election.
Tom served this year as a
Stu~ent Council representative.

1

Salaries To Ease Tension
New York, April 16, 1969 Dr. Margaret Mead charged today
that our conception of the teacher
pupil relationship at the college
and university level is "medieval"
and recommended "salaries" for
students to make them
economically independent and
give them dignity.
Writing in the current issue of
Redhook magazine, just released,
the noted anthropologist and
educator said, "The rebellion of
today's students forces us to
realize" that they are no longer
content to accept the traditional
student role of "submissive and
dependent members of the
academic community."
"They (the stu dents) object to
the conditions under which they
are permitted to become an d
remain students, to the arbitrary
control of their personal lives and
the lack of response to tQeir
demands for changes in the rules
about what they must learn, how
an d when and from whom."
Predicting that education is
certain to become our "greatest
social and economic enterprise,"
Dr. Mead said it will be necessary
to " design a wholly new kin d of
studentship in new kin ds of
institutional settings. As long as

Meds exclusive design gives you this extra security: an outer layer of larger fibers to absorb
faster, blended with an inner layer of tiny fibers
to store more, longer.
Comes in the first gentle, flexible plastic applicator.

1

For sample box of 10, send 10¢ to Meds, Box 10-S,
Milltown, N.J. 08850. Indicate Regular or Super.

L - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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institutions of learning are only
partly supported by student's fees
and parents must continue to
contribute financially to their
chil dren's education, students will
remain subordinate to the dictates
of others."
Dr. Mead said- "we must treat
everyone at 18 as a young adult
who has economic, political and
educational control over his - and
her - own life. It means the vote
for 18-year-olds and positive
provisions for students to vote
wherever they are. It means dnift
reform that will take into account

essential stages of study and work
experience.
"Above all it means economic
in d epe nd ence, so that each
student, equipped with his own
fun ds , will be able to make his
personal choice and will be free to
decide when and in what setting
he will get his training."
Dr. Mead said in Redhook that
various methods of underwriting
the economic independence of all
students have been discussed.
"For example, we can provide
adequate salaries for students out
(Continued on Page 14)

More Sound And Fury
Fixed
(Continued from Pagc 8)

through the existing machinery
an d processes of stu d ent
government. Mr. Roberts, head of
the Special O p portunities
program, suggested that there
might be some differences of
opinion a b out the latter
statement.
I am reasonably sure that the
bulk of Newark State College's
Administrators, faculty members,
and students woul d not, at the
present time, be happy with my
proposal to accord special
representation to the black
students. Such a proposal violates
the traditions of liberal,
representative government. Yet , J
believe I am right in making the
proposal and, during the coming
weeks, I shall try to persuade th e
college community that this is the
best course of action . In state and
national politics, black citizens
can gain representation in the
state and national legislatures
because they dominate certain
electoral districts . Elections to the
student class officers and the
Student Organization offices are
by majority vote. How many
black students are there among
the officers in the machinery of
student government? Who speaks
of "tokenism"? If the black
students want to raise the charge
of "tokenism," then let them
make the charge themselves. It
need not be made by others,
especially · if it is aimed at the
virtual exclusion of black
students. I submit that "token"
representation is better than none
at all ; at least it enables a group to
be heard during the formative part
of decision making.
Any group which is, in effect,
barred from representation within
an institutional framework in
which it must operate will become
frustrated and will tend to make
its needs known through
extra-legal means. This is actually
what has happened on many
campuses among the students in
general and among the black
students in particular. We have
our opportunity now, as we
design a College Senate , of
including the black students in the
only way in which they can be
assured of representation : on the
basis of black constituency.
If
this
mutual
rejection
occurs, the result will be
disasterous for us all.
RAY LUTZ

TO THE EDITOR:
While walking through the
Student Center I heard the
Freshman election was fixed. I
asked many people, how did they
know. The only answer was
" Somebody told me." Were these
the open-minded students of NSC ,
the future teachers of America?
Students who pay no mind to fact
but take gossip as truth?
Disgusted, I found the facts far
different from the idle gossip. At
12:20 the voting booth was
jammed, the only way tG correc.t-_
this was to cast a vote for one of
the candidates, thus releasing the
sprin g. Denise Buttem1ore signed
a letter made up by NCV (sic)
stating the circumstances, and a
cry of "Fixed!" arose at 3:30
P.M ., one hour before elections
ended. NCV (sic) left for Florida.
How could she know the election
was a tie, for no one even
expected it?
For the people who call
"fixed" let them open their eyes
and find the facts before they
accuse the election of a FIX. If
they refuse to look at the facts,
let them join an old wives home .
Respectfully yours,
MARK V. MOCZULSKI

Bond Speaks
(Contmuc<l from Page~)

in November, 1966, an d in
December, 1966, the United
States Supreme Court ruled
unanimously that the Georgia
House had erred in refusing him
his seat. On January 9, 1967, he
took the Oath of Office and bece
a member of the Georgia House of
Representatives.
Bond was a founder of the
Committee on Appeal for Human
Rights , the Atlanta University
Center student organization that
coordinated Three years of student
anti-segregation protests beginning
in 1960.
In April , 1960, Bond helped to
find the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC).
Serving as its Communications
Director, Bond's work with SNCC
took him to civil rights drives and
voter registration campaigns in
Georgia, Alabama , Mississippi, and
Arkansas.
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Reflections On Rutgers

18 Yr. Vote
(Continued from Page 3)

Bateman's committee heard from
a long line of witnesses favoring
the proposal. Witnesses included
Joel R. Jacobsen, director of
community affairs of the United
Auto Workers Union. He declared
that the 300,000 men who have
died in the current "foolhardy
war" are mainly under 21. The
18-year-old should be allowed to
vote for those who establish
policies affecting his life, and
death. Jac~bsen cites the
opposition arguments that
consider the 18-year-old as
in different , irresponsible, and
inconsistent. "Are these the sole
characteristics of youth?"
Jacobsen asked. Representative
.iames J. Howard, (D-3rd district) ,
is one of the chief sponsors in
Congress of proposals to lower the
voting age to 18 throughout the
nation. He related that the best
argument for the vote is the
18-year-old today - working in
VISTA, the Peace Corps, and
active in political campaigns.
Other Student Council
members who attended the
Trenton hearing included Senior
representative Phyllis Caroselli ,
Junior Betty Stein , Sophomores
Nancy Marchesani, and Joyce
Okada, and Freshman Toni Levi .
Several other Newark State
students attended the meeting.

- -- -
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(Continued from Page 12)
educationalfief of New Jersey. come up smelling like a rose,
relevant, such as sociology and Gross and Rutgers believe that unfortunately they'll just come up
political science and in addition, their decision will allow them to "smelling."
under the agreement will be
allowed to remain as Rutgers
students at least three or four
semesters before dismissed for
academic reasons."
Finally , Browne has the gall to
take the emotions of other people
into his hands and concede that
"Even the black students who is
dismissed from the new program
after a year and a half of college
will go back to the community in
psychologically good shape." The
Proposed Vaughn Ames Building
1 a tter statement is pure ,
unadulterated bullshit and the
black students who are ultimately
(Continued from Page I)
dismissed from the new Rutgers
sparklers. As the "happening"
said
that
hundreds
of
applicants
program will have every right to
rea~hed a frenzy, students and
have
had
to
be
turned
away
in
be dammed mad, violent and
explosive about a program that past years because of lack of spectators were involved in:
served to detroy them space, and that this building will bubble-blowing, digging,
emotionally even more than their enable the college to increase its sparkler-waving, and
inadequate high school was able enrollment by 1,000 students balJoon-launching.
As the crowd dwindled, Dr.
next year.
to.
Vaughn-Eames
commented to the
The
Mixed
Chorus
of
the
Music
I am not placing the blame on
INDEPENDENT
that "this is a
Department
followed
with
two
the shoulders of "Messiah
very beautiful occasion which
Browne." He only inadequately religious selections.
The group proceeded to the brings forth many memories" . Dr.
filled a void with the blessing of a
site
of the proposed Fine Arts Vaughn-Eames, who for many
university which should have
Building,
adjacent to the Theater, years taught English at NSC, and
taken the bull by the horns many
years before Joe Browne arrived for the official groundbreaking. was director of the Theater Guild,
After the first symbolic shovelful currently is a leader in education
on the scene.
of
earth was turned by Dr. and a Trustee of Trenton State
Congratulations are in order to
Vaughn-Eames,
the Art College.
Rutgers and Joe Browne for
"When J taught at Newark
allowing power politics to do De p a rt men t continued its
State,
one never knew what the
"happening".
black students in for another
students
would do," commented
Some
of
the
students
marked
decade in the great and glorious
off an imaginary site with string Dr. Vaughn-Eames. "I see that
and a floured line, while others things haven't changed. This
passed out "participation kits" occasion was both unusual and
containing plastic shovels and creative."

'Shattering Happening'

Recommends
Salaries
(Continued from Page 13)

of public funds, through taxes,
. exactly as pay for other essential
services. I believe, however, that
private funds from foundations
and individuals still will be needed
to underwrite new, experimental
educational programs and the
salaries of individually innovative
students.
"Young men and women who
are earning the right to study by
making responsible use of
opportunities are likely to be
serious and hard-working. And
other men and women will feel
justified in returning to school or
entering programs of training
because of the dignity and
security of the student's position.
"We should not ask a man to
choose between dependency on
his parents , dependency on his
wife or the assumption of a heavy
burden of debt in order to attend
school. Nor should we expect
wives to forgo education for
financial reasons. Only when
education is fully available to all
those at any time who are ready
to make a choice will we begin to
have a free flow of knowledge and
a balance between responsible
learning and action," Dr. Mead
declared.

H utchinson Sees
(Continued from Page 6)

was re-elected for the current
year.
Dr. Raichle in his summary
report to the Senate pointed out
the philosophy of cooperation the
organization maintains. "As a
professional, the faculty member
has the right and obligation to
participate in the determination
of policies that condition
professional performance . . . He
does not aspire to victory (as over
an adversary); he can only work
for success for himself, his
institution and his profession. Not
victory, but success. This then is
the aim of the faculty Senate," he
said.
Dr. Hutchinson has said that
the goal of the organization- is

"building a stimulating [environment conducive to sound
scholarship and adventurous and
meaningful teaching.
"The quickening promise of
our experience should be
deepened and enriched.
Participation in our important
work should be broadened.
Students and trustees should
become more involved. Jn what
we do to improve the quality of
college citizenship we think we
have an answer to (those who are)
apathetic and indifferent."
The "improvement of college
citizenship" is an example in the
exercise of democracy. This is
significant in an era when the
concept of democracy is being
severely challenged to fill an
expanding role.
- ... ,
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LES. C. All Greek Basketball Team
1969 All-Greek Basketball
Name
Jim Catalano
Jim Marino
Tom Murawski
Al Ramsey
Fred Boff

Year
Soph
Soph
Junior
Junior
Senior

Fraternity
Sigma Beta Tau
Sigma Beta Tau
Sigma Theta Chi
Nu Delta Pi
Sigma Beta Tau

Second Team
George Gilcrest
Bill Reimer
Frank Puzio
Ed Cosmas
Tom Brennan

Nu Delta Pi
Sigma Beta Tau
Sigma Theta Chi
Nu Sigma Phi
Sigma Theta Chi

Sigma Beta Tau, this year's Greek Basketball champion, once
again illustrated the balance that gave them the '69 court crown as they
placed three starters on the All-Greek first team. The players were
selected by the traditional fraternity ballot with the Sports Editor
voting only to break a tie ( and there was a first team tie!)
Jin1 Catalano proved the league's Most Valuable Player as he
practically destroyed each team single handedly with his remarkable
shooting. The sophomore led all scorers by pouring 85 points in three
games for an amazing 28.3 p.p.g. average. Jim's best game came in the
final game againsf Chi when he fired 33 points through the hoop,
breaking the Greek record held by his teammate Fred Boff last year.
Jim Marino wasn't too far behind "Cat's" 28 point average, as he
flipped in 68 points for a 22.6 clip. Jimmy, a stellar performer with a
tremendous amount of hustle and drive , not only scored well but also
proved to be strong under the boards. No wonder the classy soph was a
thorn in his opponents side.
Tom Murawski represented Sigma Theta Chi on the first team and
did it well by playing consistent, solid basketball throughout the
tournament . While his team finished in second place this year, "Logger"
played like a winner, being particularly effective under the backboards.
Tom also made his effective contribution by tossing in 43 points for a
fine 14.3 average, with his best game coming against Tau in the final
when the All-Greek vet scored 20.
Al Ramsey of Nu Delta Pi returns to the All-Greek squad for the
second straight time. "Rams" illustrated his durability time and time
again as he proved to be a mainstay under the boards. His 32 points
gave him a respectable 10.6 average and helped to keep Pi in the
running.
Fred Boff, the only senior on this year's All-Greek squad was one
of his opponent's biggest worries. The 6'7" veteran dominated the
boards while still managing to gather 56 points for an 18.6 average.
The All-Greek second team was led by George Gilcrest of Pi and
Bill Reimer of Tau. George played a fine tournament series and along
with Ramsey , spearheaded the Pi attack. Bill also played strong
basketball, concentrating his efforts under the boards.
Frank Puzio, the hero of the Chi-Pi game, proved his worth in
that one alone. Ed Cosmas, rhi's leading scorer, and Tom Brennan,
Chi's player-<:oach, exhibited their talents and thus rounded out the
second team.

l
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Squires Win Baseball Opener
Against Glassboro State

-·FrOm
The .Bench

Glassboro

hy·Randy McCarthy

By Rick Watson

On Tuesday, April I, Newark
State and Glassboro State opened
their seasons at Newark State. The
Squires made the most of April·
Fool's Day and turned the trick
on Glassboro 7-5. It was perhaps
the best opener in Squire history,
with the Squires collecting seven
runs on eight hits and three errors.
The Squires jumped to a quick
lead in the first inning with a
sacrifice fly to deep center fiel d
by Lou Ferranti scoring Kermit
Clements who coached base on a
fielder's choice , stole second and
went to third on Wes Plummer's
single. In the fourth, they scored
three more runs as Ferranti
doubled , advanced on· an error
and scored on Al Ramsey 's single.
Ramsey was forced out but Bill
Galayda reached first on an error
and scored as Bob Leblein , Tom
Hanlon, and Clements drew walks
and Leblein scored when Plummer
walked.
Glassboro scored in the fifth
on two singles and a hit batter,
and again in the sixth when they
scored two on a walk , a single and
an overthrow which scored the
runs. In the eighth , Glassboro got
two walks , a hit batter, and a
single for two runs . With trailing
5-4, the Squires came back with
two to win the game on error for
Bill Burke, a walk to Leblein , a
infield single by Hanlon , a walk to
Clements to score a run and a
-----si~ngle by Plummer to score the
last two.
Tom Murawski started, and
went for 5 1/3 innings getting six
strike-outs while giving up three
runs. Steve Basarb relieved and
gave up two runs in his two
innihgs, and Bill Burke won it in
the last two innings.

Montclair

Newark State dropped its first
game of the season to Montclair
State on Thursday, April 3 , 3-0 in
a one hitter by Ken Irtgles. Ingles
seventeen strike-outs and eight
hits for Montclair plus six Squire
errors accounted for the win. At
one time , Ingles struck out six
batters in a row.
The only Squire scoring threat
came in the first inning when Tom
Hanlon slammed the second pitch
of the game to deep left field for a
double , advancing to third on an
overthrow. There were only three
other Squire base run ners during
the rest of the game.
Montclair scored two of their

You are probably aware of the fact that while Newark State
College uses the nickname "Squires", we actually do not have a
pictorial representation of one. Due to the above circumstance, it was
recently brought to my attention that a "DRAW-THE-SQUIRE"
contest will begin next week to establish the college emblem. This
contest will be open to the entire student body and all the details will
appear in next week's column.

*

*

*

*

*

*

I'm sorry to say that it looks as if basketball intramurals have just
about come to an unfortunate end. The problem lies in gym
availability, as the women have just as much right to use the gym during
the college free hours as the men do. The only possible solution is to
reserve the gym at night providing that a faculty member is on hand ,
but that provision is the cause of the present tie-up in the program.
Anyone knowing of a faculty member who would serve as advisor for
this event should contact me as soon as possible.
NSC's golf team was scheduled to get underway last Monday
against Montclair State in a big conference opener. Dr. Zoll is entering
his second season as head coach for the Squire linksman.
Here's a quick rundown of this years golf matches:
April 17
April 21
April 29
May 1 -

- Thursday
- Monday
- Tuesday
Thursday

Dual Matches - Glassboro , Paterson
Rutgers Newark
Home 2:00
Trenton St. College
Away 2 :00
Rutgers South Jersey
Away 2:00

*

Al Ramsey

ru ns in the fourth inning on a
do uble, an error and a single to
drive them in. The final run came
in the seventh inning on a single
an d two errors.
Newa rk State is now 1-1 an d
Montclai r 2-0.

Paterson
On Tuesday, April 8, Newark
State an d Pate rson State split a
do uble header. The Squi res won
the first game 5-4 behind Al
Ramsey and lost the second game
l 0-2 , TomMurakowskipicking up
the loss.
Jn the first game, Newark State
was trailing 2-0 in the fifth inning
when they came up with their five
runs . Wes Plummer led off with a
single, followe d by Tom Hanlon
who reached base on an error. Al
Ramsey then hit a 430 foot home
run into the street in left fiel d to
make the score 3-2. A single by
Capezza an d walks by Ferranti
and Murawski loaded the bases.
Ferranti was then hit by a
grounder from Bill Galayda,
making it one out. Kermit
Clemen ts then singled in the last
two runs . Paterson score d one ru n
in the second, fourth , eighth an d
ninth innings.

The second game was a
complete turnabout from the
first. Whereas the Squires
dominated .the first game, they
lacked the stamina to turn back
the Paterso n State team in the
second . Erro rs and mistakes cost
the Squires the game as there were
five errors. Tom Murawski, in the
five innings he pitched , struck out
10 batters an d Steve Basarab
struck out 3.
Paterson scored a run in the
third due to mistakes and again in
the fifth on two walks, a single to
drive them in and an error to
make the score 4-Q. In the sixth
inning, Paterson sewed up the
game, scoring five runs on three
errors an d four singles making it
9-0. The Squires woke up too late,
however, and started to play ball
in their half of the sixth , scoring
on a double by Wes Pl ummer, an d
a single by Al Ramsey. In the
seventh and ninth , they also had
threats but were unable to
capitalize. The lost runs came in
the 8th inning, Paterson scoring
one run on two hits an d Newark
State scoring two on a walk to
Plummer and on singles by
Murawski an d Mike Capezza.
On Thursday, the Squi res were
again defeated this time by
Newark Rutgers, 5-3.

own game by singling in Clements.
Trenton State had scoring threats
in the fourth, sixth, and ninth
innings, with the most serious
threat in the ninth when Trenton
had men on first an d second. An
error advanced them, the lead
runner tried to score but was cut
down and tagged at the plate by
Ramsey .
Newark's reco rd is now 3-3,
3-2, in conference play. Ramsey's
five hitter broke Trenton win
streak; they are now 3-1, 0 and l
in conference play.

NOTICES
All classes will
be cancelled
this Thursday

10:40 - 12:40
in the Theatre

Are Invited To Attend
Faculty Senate Meeting
April 21, 1_969
1:50 Library Conf. Room

On Saturday April 12, the
Squires, behind the fine pitching
of Al Ramsey, combined to beat
p revi o u sly unbeaten Trenton
State 1-0. Altr '1ugh there were
several scori
Jueats by both
teams, the oniy run came across in
the third inning. In that inning
Phil Scardilli led off for the
Squires with a single, advance d to
third on Kermit Clements single
to center and a bunt single by Wes
Plummer. Tom Hanlon filed to
center and Scardilli tagging, was
cut down, advancing Clements to
third. Al Ramsey then won his

*

Anythings Win
As WRA
Cagers Finish
The final playoff in the WRA
basketball league ended Thursday ,
March 20th. Resulting winners for
the entire tournament, which has
been in progress since December,
were announced. In first place is
the Anyth ings team consisting of
Peg Sauer, Maxine Tullai, Pat
Devlin, Barbara Jones, Judy
Markowski , Valerie Lewand with
J udy Americk as captain. Second
place was tied by the Cherry
Banannas and the Exceptional
Creatures. The team captains were
Alana Thevenet an d Doris Zobal
respectively. Third place also was
a tie between the Rebel Rousers,
Carol Doyle captain, and
Monesson 's Team, Donna Deiter
captain. Last place was held by
The End,

for the Performing Arts

Trenton
All Interested Students

*

It would be nice to see a few more bleachers installed next to the
baseball field . There was a good turn out for the Paterson State
doubleheader on April 8, but most people had to stand because there
was only one small bleacher section half of which was occupied by the
baseball team.
*
*
*
Any one wishing to become Sports Editor for the
INDEPENDENT next year shoul d leave their name an d telephone
number in the INDEPENDENT office. Any studen t who wo uld like to
become a sports reporter sh ould also do likewise.

Want to Know How
To Solve Your Problems?
Then be at ...

The All-College
Assembly

Six teams in all competed in the
league. Spirit among all the girls
who participated was felt by
many to be exceptional. Many
me mbers of the Exceptional
Creatures team, which was
comprised of Early Chil dhood
maj()I's, enjoyed the league very
muclL.and felt that more such
activities should be conducted in
the evening. Managers for the
le agu e were Carol DeMaria,
Pauline Vanuk and Arlene Music .

end

Next

Mini-Conferences

Baseball Game

Everyone Else Will

At Monmouth

Be!! !!!! !!!!!!
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Special Fall Elective Listing
(Editor's Note : The following Bio. 375 Morphology and
is a list of the electives and their Evolution of the Plant Kingdom
descriptions, to be offered during (4 sem. hrs.)
the upcoming fall semester. The
A study of the taxonomic ,
Editors of the INDEPENDENT in structural , reproductive , and
conjunction with the Dean of the evolutionary aspects of the plant
College , Dr. Alton O'Brien , feel it kingdom. Bio. 1012 or Bio.
is important for the student body 171-1 72, or permission of the
to know the course descriptions instructor, are prerequisite.
when planning for next semester.
It is hoped that this listing will
serve as a guide for each student CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT
when selecting his 1969 Fall
electives.)
Chem. 100 Prin. of Chemistry ( 4
sem. hrs.)
A one semester terminal course
Memorandum
to introduce the beginning
To: The Editor Independent
From: The Office of the Dean of student to the structure of matter,
the laws that describe its
the College
transformations , and the theories
Date : April 10, 1969
The following represents a that attempt to explain them. The
tentative listing of elective course course involves such tools of
offerings by the various college chemistry as symbols, formulas,
departments in the coming equations, and computations in
academic year. This list will serve the study of chemical change,
as a guide to aid students in acids, bases, salts, solutions, and
organic compounds.
selection of elective courses.
This course may not be
Should additional information
submitted
as a prerequisite for
be needed, students are urged to
communicate with the advanced chemistry courses or to
CHAIRMAN OF THE meet the chemistry requirements
DEPARTMENT CONCERNED. of a liberal arts science major or a
science education major. This
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
course is equivalent to Chem.
203-4.
Note also that preference will
be given to Science Education or Chem. 183 Chemistry I (4 sem.
. Biology Majors Please note that hrs.)
This course will meet the
these courses have prerequisites.
general education science
Bio. 100 Introductory Biology (4 requirements. It will offer a
thorough discussion of the
sem. hrs.)
The course introduces the fundamental principles of
student to the nature of living chemistry such as atomic
forms , their interdependencies, structure, bonding, solutions,
and their adjustments to their chemical equillibrium, oxidation,
physical environment. The reduction , and descriptive
fundamentals of structure and chemistry . Mathematical
function are dealt with in such relationships and problem-solving
primary processes as respiration , are str~ssed. It is advisable that
digestion, circulation, excretion, the student have competence in
the control systems, reproduction, elementary algebra.
and heredity and variation of
Chern. 184 Chemistry 9 ( 4 sem.
biological form through time.
hrs.)
A continuation of Chem. 183,
Bilogy 202 Human Anatomy and which is prerequisite.
Physiology (4 sem. hrs.)
This course is a study of the Chem. 381 Organic Chemistry ( 4
physiology of the body processes sem. hrs.)
and the related anatomical and
This is an integrated first-year
histological studies. Consideration course in organic chemistry . The
is given to the structure and nature and reactions of organic
function of the organ systems compounds are studied via a
with emphasis being placed on the functional group organization.
physiological processes. Some of the topics discussed are:
Prerequisite : Biology 171 , Bio. Atomic and molecular orbital
100 or permission of instructor. theory; aliphatic, aromatic ,
alicycle, and heterocyclic
Bio. 371 Animal Form and compounds; reaction mechanisms,
resonance, stereoisomerism,
Function I (4 sem. hrs.)
conformational
analysis, and free
A study of the evolution of
radicals.
Chem
183-184 or
form and function in the animal
kingdom. The course stresses the prernission of the instructor is
principles of morphology, prerequisite.
physiology and embryology with
special reference to the Chem. 481 Physical Chemistry I
invertebrate phyla. Prerequisities: (4 sem. hrs.)
Bio. 100, Bio. 171-172 or
The basic theories behind the
permission of the instructor.
behavior of matter are discussed

-

in great detail. The goal here is a E.S. 460 Field Geology (2 sem.
deeper understanding of hrs.)
Field practice in the methods
thermo-dynamics, kinetics,
solutions, the states of matter, , of geological mapping including
chemical equilibrium, and other the use of pace, compass, and
topics . Prerequisites: Chem. clinometer surveys, • the plane
183-184 and Math. 152-153 or table and alidade, and aerial
Math 211-212, or permission of photographs. Field conferences
and studies of one or more
the instructor.
selected areas with written reports
and maps. Field investigations will
be conducted on Saturdays.
Chem. 482 Physical Chemistry II Prerequisite : E.S . 363 or
permission of the instructor.
(4 sem. hrs.)
A continuation of Chem. 481,
which is prerequisite.

EARTH SCIENCE

E. S . 2 6 1 Earth Science
Terrestrial ( 4 sem. hrs.)
A study of the processes at
work upon and within the earth in
terms of their impact upon the
preservation of the record of the
history of the earth.
E.S. 262 Earth Science - Extra
Terrestrial (4 sem. hrs.)
A study of heavenly bodies,
solar systems, and the sidereal
universe, with an emphasis on the
nature of astronomical
investigation.

E.S. 462 Climatology (4 sem. hrs.)
A description of global
distribution of the principal
climatic elements with emphasis
on the physical causes of climate.
Theories regarding climatic change
will also be discussed. Prerequisite
E.S. 362 or permission of the
instructor.
E.S. 463 Optical Mineralogy ( 4
sem. hrs.)
Mineral identification through
the use of the petrographic
microscope by immersion and
thin-section methods.
Prerequisite: E.S. 361 or
permission of the instructor.

PHYSICS DEPT .

E.S. 360 Astronautics (2 sem.
hrs.)
An investigation of the
principles and problems involved
in extra-terrestrial exploration.
Prerequisites : E.S. 201 or E.S.
262 and Phys. 205-206 or Phys .
291-292 or Phys. 293-294, or
permission of the instructor.
E.S . 361 Mineralogy (4 sem. hrs.)
An introductory study of
minerals ; their morphology ,
internal structure , origin ,
occurrence , and properties.
Prerequisites: E.S. 261 and Chem.
183 or 184, or permission of the
instructor.
E.S. 364 Paleontology (4 sem.
hrs.)
A study of the classification,
relationships , and evolutionary
history of fossils . Emphasis is
p I aced on paleoecological
relationships. Prerequisite : E.S.
261 or permission of the
instructor.
E.S. 366 Glacial and Pleistocene
Geology (3 sem. hrs.)
Analysis of the distribution,
movement, and deposits of
modem glaciers will be used to
interpret glacial features formed
during the Pleistocene glacial
epoch. Theories concerning the
cause or causes of continental
glaciation will be examined.
Prerequisite: E.S. 261 or
permission of the instructor.

geology, and astronomy. It is
designed to give the student a
broad view of the knowledge and
insights that science has afforded
about the material universe. This
course is offered to non-science
majors.

Phys. 294 Physical Science II (4
sem. hrs.)
A continuation of Phys. 293,
which is prerequisite.
Phys. 352 Laboratory Techniques
and Instrumentation - Physical
Science (2 sem. hrs.)
This course is designed to
prepare the student to use the
various techniques involved in the
collection , preparation, and
maintenance of materials used in
•
the laboratory. Prerequisite is 8
semester hours of physical
laboratory science, or permission
of the instructor.
Phys. 391 Advanced Mechanics (4
sem. hrs.)
A rigorous appyoacl,..

t.<>.

th<>

problem of the statics and
dynamics of particles and rigid
bodies. Prerequisite: Phys.
291-292 or permission of the
instructor.

Phys. 392 Magnetism and
Electricity ( 4 sem. hrs.)
Theory of electrostatics,
Physics l 00 Introductory l'hys1cs
electromagnetics, d.c. and a.c.
I (2 sem. hrs .)
electrical and magnetic circuit
This is the first semester of a
an a 1y s i s , e 1e c t ro magnetic
course designed to furnish the
radiation , Maxwell's equations.
beginning s tudent with an
Phys. 291-292 is pre-requisite , or
understanding of the mechanical
permission of instructor.
behaviors of matter and the
several manifestations of energy ,
namely heat , magnetism, Phys. 393 Electromcs (4 sem.
electricity , light, sound, color, and hrs.)
motion.
A course designed to provide
the student with a background in
Phys. 291 General Physics l ( 4 the theory and application of
electron tubes , solid state devices,
se~. hrs.)
and electronic circuits.
A broad course designed to
Laboratory work will be directed
contribute to a quantitative
toward the study and
understanding of the fundamental
understanding of electronic
laws and principles of physics.
circuits. Phys . 291-292 is
Areas to be studied include
pre-requisite, or permission of
mechanics, heat, sound, light,
instructor.
magnetism, electricity, and atomic
physics. It is suggested that these
courses be taken in the Phys. 491 Thermodynamics and
sophomore year. An Heat (4 sem. hrs.)
understanding of the
A detailed study of
fundamentals of calculus is urged. thermometry , calorimetry and
Prerequisite: Math. 152-153, its transfer, and heat processes.
equh::alent, or permission of the Clas.sical approach to
instructor.
thermo.J!ynamics and kinetic
theory. Phys. 291-292 is
prerequisite or permission of the
Phys. 292 General Physics II (4 instructor.
sem. hrs.)
Phys. 492 Modem Physlcs (4 sem.
A continuation of Phys. 291, hrs.)
which is prerequisite.
A rigorous survey of atomic
and nuclear physics, early
Phys. 293 Physical Science I ( 4 experimentation, incompatibility
sem. hrs.)
of experimental findings and
A course in the fundamental classical theory, and quantum and
areas of physics, chemistry,
(See next page)
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wave mechanics approaches to
understanding modern physics.
Phys. 291-292 is prerequisite, or
permission of the instructor.
Science 394 Optics (4 sem. hrs.)
An intermediate course
designed for undergraduate
students who desire an extensive
knowledge of geometric and
physical optics. It is offered to all
qualified students who seek a
rigorous and comprehensive
treatment of optics. It is a
one-semester course consisting of
three hours of lecture and a
three-hour laboratory session per
week to be offered in alternate
years. (Prerequisite : 1 year of
general college physics and 1 year
of college calculus.)
SCIENCE DEPT.

Early Childhood Elective:
Sci. 3 2 1 Science in Early
Childhood Education (2 sem. hrs.)
The principal focus in the early
stages of this course is on the
child as an explor experiencing a
limited but expanding
environment. Pertinent to this
design a review of the literature
about the young child as a learner,
about the methods of teaching,
and about the types of program
which are appropriate is made.
During the middle and later
stages, the course consists of the
presentation of first-hand
experiences designed to challenge
the pre-school and early school
child.

...,~
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

READING AND
LANGUAGE ARTS

reading is broadened. Specific
problems such as learning to read,
assessment of reading progress,
and reading in the content areas
are studied. Emphasis is placed on
practical classroom application.
Rdg. Ed. 317 is prerequisite.
Elem. Ed. 483 - Visual & Aud
Aids Ed (2 sem hrs.)
General principles, problems,
and practices involved in the
selection, evaluation , and
utilization of audio-visual
materials constitute the subject
matter of this course . Experiences
in the operation and care of
projectors and recording
~quipment are provided. The
preparation of inexpensive
teacher-student-made audiovisual
materials is stressed.
EDUCATION FOUNDATIONS
Ed. 4U~ - comparative l:'..a. lJ
sem. hrs.)
Education in the United States
and in other representative areas
of the world is studied
comparatively . Emphasis is placed
on the foundations of education
in their historic , socio-economic,
and political settings.
Ed. 421 - History of Education
(3 sem. hrs.)
This course is designed to
introduce the student to the
school as a social institution
within the culture of Western
civilization from Greece to
con temporary America. Great
teachers and educational thinkers
are identified and some of their
writings are read and discussed.
An effort is made to note the

antiquity of some of the ideas and
icleals of progressive education .

Ed. 4 70 - School and Society in
Rdg. Ed. 453 The Linguistic the Soviet Union (3 sem. hrs.)
The role played by cultural and
App.roach to the Teaching of
educational forces in the Soviet
Reading (3 sem. hrs.)
This course is designed to driv e for w o rld _ power is
demonstrate and develop examined. Russian and Soviet
linguistically oriented methods history, economics, philosophy ,
and materials for the teaching of and art, as well as the lives of
reading. Areas of study are the selected individuals, are studied in
relation of intonation to meaning, order to understand the formal
punctua t ion , and sentence and informal processes of
structure; of structural grammer education .
to perception, comprehension,
and styl e . The content is
appropriate for all grade levels and
Philosophy &
students have opportunity to Ed. 471
Education
(3
sem.
hrs.)
work on the problems most
This
course
moves
from the
significant to them. Ed 317 is
historic
concenpts
of
philosophy
prerequisite.
- views on reality, human nature ,
society , knowledge, and values Rdg. Ed. 458
Children's to an application of them to the
Literature and Reading (3 sem. aims of education, the educative
hrs.)
process , and some of the
Children's books are evaluated controversial issues in education
for (1) their aid in language today . The student is helped in
development. (2) children's the critical formulation of a
interests and skill required by personal educational philosophy,
reading-development-age and sex, utilizing study of the major
and (3) inspiring the creative philosophical positions of the
expressive arts. Categories of great educational thinkers .
books studied are the Newberry
and Caldecott Award winners,
classics, fables, epic literature,
Ed. 475 - Education and Social
biography , historical fiction ,
Change (3 sem. hrs.)
poetry , and others.
This course is designed to help
the educator understand his role
Redg. .Ed 4 51 - Adv. Reading as a change agent. It examines the
Tchnques. (3 sem. hrs.)
main theories of change and such
This course is designed to delve typical patterns as inventions,
deeply into current methods and reforms , revolutions and utopias.
materials for the teaching of Special attention is given to
reading. Background of reducing resistance to needed
knowledge about the total field of education and social innovations.

Ed. 426 Education in the
Non-Western World
An analysis of the role of
education as an agent of social,
economic, and political
development in the non-Western
world. Included is an appraisal of
the impact of UNESCO and
American programs of technical
assistance - developing education
and human resources - on the
national development of these
countries.
Ed. 4 79 Social-Psychological
Issues and the American Teacher
(3 sem. hrs.)
This course is designed to
involve prospective young
teachers and citizens directly into
considering major social issues
facing the nation today from a
socio-psychological point of view.
Topics include , for example ,
Academic Freedom and the
Teacher ; Social and Economic
Inequalities and the Teacher;
Controversial Issues and the
Teacher, etc. Issues are examined
and interpreted by the students.
Values and attitudes toward such
problems are questioned and
compared. Emphasis is placed on
how one's attitudes toward such
issues affect classroom teaching,
the teacher's ego-involvement, and
interpersonal relationships.
Ed. 485 Expenmental Patterns 111 ·
Education (3 sem. hrs.)
This course introduces the
student to organizational patterns
in education with emphasis on the
non-graded school and a
continuous progress plan. It also
shows the relationship of the
various patterns to curriculum
development , team teaching,
staffing, reporting, and child
growth and development.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
t.a. rsy . 44 / - lirp Uynmcs Pm & App. - (3 sem. hrs.)
This course is designed for
students interested in group
processes and group work in
education , recreation, and allied
fields. Studied are principles of
group function (types of groups ,
group structure, communication,
leadership, membership roles,
etc.), means of observing and
recording group information , and
techniques of working with
groups. Lectures, discussion, and
participative exercises are utilized.

Ed . Psy . 448 Educational
Psychology of the Disadvantaged
Urban Child (3 sem. hrs.)
This course is designed to give
the student an understanding of
the social , emotional, and
intellectual handicaps often
ex perienced by the child from a
disadvantaged urban environment.
Theoretical issues and current
research on relevant topics such as
intellectual growth , peer
re la tionshi ps , self-concept ,
vocational aspiration , conflict in
moral codes, attitude change,
school drop-outs, and delinquency
are studied. The goal is to enhance
the ability to create effective
educational experiences and to be
able to analyze the psychological
components of programs
proposed for d isadvantaged
children. Psy. 304 is prerequisite .

ENGLISH DEPT.

Eng. 341 Historical Development
of the English Language (3 sem.
hrs.)
The development of English is
traced from Old English to
Modern British and American
English. Some account is given of
the Indo-European and Germanic
heritage of English , but attention
is focu sed on phonological ,
morphological , syntactic, and
semantic developments within
English.
Eng. 373 Poe, Hawthorne ana
Melville (3 sem. hrs .)
This course is designed to
study intensively three major
figures of nineteenth century
American prose and poetry .
Am o n g th ose aspects under
consideration are: the artistic
accomplishment of the three
writ e rs , th eir th eori e s of
literature, their interaction with
ad influences upon each other, the
relations of their work to the
literary , historical and
philosophical movements of their
day , and the reflection of their,
accomplishment in recent
criticism. Procedures include class
discussion , papers, oral reports
and examinations.

contribution of the American
Negro to American letters.
Eng. 390 Twentieth Century
English Literature (3 sem. hrs.)
This course provides an
introduction to the literary works
of England in the twentieth
century. Prose fiction , drama ,
poetry , biography, and criticism
are considered with their authors ;
and through the readings the
student becomes acquainted with
the dynamics of the culture.

Eng. 433 Oral Interpretation (3
sem. hrs.)
This course is concerned with
the development of superior skills
in the oral communication of
literary and dramatic material.
Emph asis is place d on the ways in
which communication of ideas
and feelin gs may influence
listeners . The students are
encouraged to develop a pleasing,
expressive voice and an easy style
of gesture and vocal response .
Eng. 443 Theatre Practice (3 sem.
hrs .)
Underscoring the English
teacher's natural interest in the
use of dramatic techniques in the ·
class lesson , in assembly
presentations, and in high school
play production, this course aims
to develop c ompetent
teacher-directors. The content
comprises play selection, casting,
blocking, rehearsing, and the
practice of the Theatre arts .
Special attention is given to
production problems in today's
high schools. Registrants must be
prepared to work on play
production. The class is limited to
25 students. Registration is by
permission of the instructor. A
, $10.00 laboratory fee is charged
to cover the cost of materials
supplied for use in the course .

Eng. 378 English Literature of the
Sixteenth Century (3 sem. hrs.) •
A study of the most significant
English poetry and prose from the
close of the Middle Ages through
the reigns of Elizabeth (exclusive
of Shakespeare). Prose writers
from More to Hakluyt and poets
from Wyatt and Surrey to Spenser
will be considered , with emphasis
on the development of English
fiction and verse forms . The
works read are to be viewed not
only as literature, but also as
reflections of the intellectual ,
political, and social vitality of the
times.
Eng. 465 Literature of the East (J
sem. hrs.)
·
Eng. 38 1 Age of Pope (3 sem.
This course is designed to
hrs.)
surve y a ncient and modem
Chief among the authors writings of the Near and Far East.
treated in this intensive survey of Emphasis is placed upon the
the founders and practitioners of literature of the Hebrews, Arabs ,
the neo-classical tradition are Irani a ns , Pe rsians , Indians ,
Pope , Swift , Addison and Steele, Chinese, and Japanese. Political
and Defoe, although the work of and socio-economic aspects of the
minor contributors, such as cultures in which these literatures
Fie !ding, Shaftesbury , Collier, flourished are considered briefly .
Prior, and Gay , is also explored. Inexpensive paperbacks, such as
Emphasis in the course is upon Literature of the East by Eric B.
the perfection of satire in poetry Ceadel , The Bhagavad-Ghita, The
and prose ; the rise of periodical Teachings of the Compassionate
literature , the " sentimental" Buddha, The Upanishads, The
drama , and the English novel; Living Talmud, and The Koran,
literary criticism and the "Battle are used , and modern novels ,
of the Books," and translation short stories, and poems of the
and limitations of the ancient East are surveyed.
classics.
Eng. 467 Russian Literature in
Translation (3 sem. hrs.)
Eng. 382 Literature of the
Representative novels , short
American Negro (3 sem. hrs.)
stories, dramas, and poems from
An historical study of writings Russian and Soviet literature are
by Afro-American poe ts, fiction read for discussion. Authors
writers, and essayists will be studied include Pushkin , Gogol ,
presented in this course. Stress Dostoevsk y, Leo Tolstoy ,
will be placed both on how Negro Turgenev~ hekov, Gorky , Alexey
Ii terature fits into categories Tolstoy , Simonov, Sholokhov,
established by non-black writers, Nekrasov , Blok, and others. In
and how it reflects experience of a addition to literary consideration ,
wholly distinct nature . attention is given to reflections of
"Assimilation ism," "the urge to nineteenth and twentieth century
whiten ess in the race " (as life in the works read .
Langston Hughes has termed it) ,
will be contrasted with the Eng. 48 1 Journalism (3 sem. hrs.)
This is a course of instruction
growing - black nationalism in
in practical journalistic techniques
literature. The emphasis of the
(See nex t page)
course, however, will be upon the
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that the student can use in later
professional life. Some theoretical
material dealing with mass
communication and journalism is
introduced. Reporting, feature
writing, editing, rewriting and
proofreading assignments are
designed to develop an
appreciation of journalistic style
and to sharpen the stl!dent's
ability to write clearly, concisely,
and simply.
FINE ARTS DEPT.

F.A. 431 CRAFTS (2 sem. hrs.)
This course is an introduction
to several fundamental craft areas
including wood, textile design ,
leather , puppetry, and
construction in varied materials.
Activities of the course are so
planned as to allow the individual
student some choice in planning
his program of activity. Included
in the course is a study of
contemporary craft activities and
the role of those activities in the
art program of the public school.

F.A. 443 JEWELRY (2 sem. hrs.)
This is a studio course dealing
with factors of design and
construction in jewelry. Emphasis
is placed on the basic processes
with copper, silver, and pewter.
Also considered are methods of
stone-setting and metal enameling.
A study is made of jewelry design
of our own and selected historic
periods.

F .A.

45 l BEGINNING
P AlNTlNG (2 sem. hrs.)
This is a studio course which
introduces the beginning student
to the materials and processes of
painting. In addition to providing
opportunities for individual
exploration of painting media, the
course develops an appreciation of
pain ting as an art form. Reading
and visits to museums and
galleries are part of the content of
the course. This course is intended
for students who are not art
majors.
F.A. 465 BACKGROUND OF
MODERN ART (2 sem. hrs.)
This course considers the
diverse factors which have
influenced the development of
style and content in modem art.
The areas under consideration
include, among others, the
Neo-Classic period, the French
school, and the important
primitive and stone age cultures
which have had a formative
influence upon modem painting
and sculpture. Lecture and
discussion are supplemented by
individual research and museum
visits.

F.A. 477 PHYSICAL ASPECTS
OF THE CITY (2 sem. hrs.)
A study of the physical and
aesthetic problems of the city : its
growth , its planning, its buildings
and housing , and its
transportation facilities. The
student will present suggested
solutions to city and regional
planning problems bearing upon
form and aesthetics and will study
the planning work of government
and private agencies through
lectures, readings and field trips.
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completion of two semesters of PHYSICAL ED 426 - Folk
work. Prerequisite: two years of Dancing for Children (I sem. hr.)
high school German or F.L. 142.
This is a c~ducational course
SPANISH
designed to build an extensive
F.L.
221
Intermediate
French
I
(3
F.L. 161 Elementary Spanish I (3
repertoire of children's folk
sem. hrs.) Fall, 1969
sem. hrs.) Fall, 1969
HEAL TH & PHYSICAL
dances for teachers, recreational
F .L. I 62 Elementary Spanish II (3 F.L. 222 Intermediate French II
EDUCATION DEPT.
leaders
and camp counselors.
(3 sem. hrs.) Spring, 1970
sem hrs.) Spring, 1970
Techniques of analyzing. teaching
This
course
is
designed
to
This course is designed to
HEALTH ED 433 - Alcohol and and leading folk dancing for
enable the student to achieve a expand the student's competence
Narcotics Education (2 sem. hrs.) children f.rom five through
ready comprehension of spoken and fluency in speaking,
A comprehensive course fourteen years of age will be
Spanish, an ability to express understanding , reading and
dealing with alcoholic beverages, taught and practiced.
writing
French
,
and
to
acquaint
himself in clear, simple sentences,
narcotics , and other addicting and PHYSICAL ED 427 - Dance
and considerable ease in reading the student with various aspects
habit-forming drugs, and the Composition (2 sem. hrs.)
Spanish. Students selecting this of the literature and culture of •
effect of their usage upon the
Frane.
Credit
fo
r
graduation
will
The elements of dance as they
course must continue studying
individual and society.
be
given
only
upon
successful
relate
to dance composition as
Spanish for two years, acquiring
completion of two semesters of
well as music for composition and
12 semester hours of credit.
.
work. Prerequisite: two years of
staging of dance are studied.
Sex
high school French or F.L. 122. HEALTH ED 434
Education (3 sem. hrs.)
PHYSICAL ED 428 - American
This course provides an Folk Dance (I sem. hr.)
F.L. 261 Intermediate Spanish I
(3 sem. hrs.) Fall, 1969
F.L. 321 Survey of French overview of sex and sexuality in
This is a co-educational course
F.L. 262 Intermediate Spanish II Literature I (3 sem. hrs .) Fall, today's society, with implications designed to improve the
for evolving boy-girl relationships, individual's personal skills and to
(3 sem. hrs.) Spring, 1970
1969
This course is designed to
Reading, interpretation and dating patterns, marriage , and provide the fundamentals of
expand the student's competence analysis of selected texts in responsible parenthood. Special teaching, leading and calling folk
and fluency in speaking, French literature, from medieval attention and emphasis are given dances.
understanding, reading and times to the 18th century. Course to the role and responsibility of
writing Spanish, and to acquaint conducted in French. the schools in educating for
PHYSICAL ED 475 - Senior Life
the student with Spain and the Prerequisite: F .l, . 222 or sexuality.
Saving (I sem. hr.)
Spanish way of life. Credit for permission of instructor.
American Red Cross
graduation will be given only
PHYSICAL
ED
291
Outdoor
requirements
are fulfilled.
upon successful completion of
Successful students are certified
two semesters of work. F.L. 322 Survey of French Education (2 sem. hrs .)
The purpose of this course is to for senior life saving.
Prerequisite: two years of high Literature 1J (3 sem hrs.) Spring,
provide
the philosophy,
1970
school Spanish or F.L. 162.
Similar to F.L. 321 with knowledge , skills and appreciation PHYSICAL ED 493 - Recreation
emphasis placed on the 19th and which are basic requisites for Leadership (2 sem. hrs.)
F.L. 361 Survey of Spanish 20th centuries. Course conducted leadership in the out-of-doors.
Organization and
Literature I (3 sem. hrs.) Fall, in French. Prerequisite: F.L. 222 School administered programs of administration of recreation
national interest are studied. The programs for playground, camp,
or permission of instructor.
1969
course
includes at least one and · recreation centers are
Reading, interpretation and
weekend in an actual camp considered, with emphasis on the
analysis of selected texts in
Spanish literature, from medieval F.L. 323 French Civilization I (3 situation. A laboratory fee of $12 role of the recreation leader.
is charged for food and loging.
times to the 17th century. Course _ sem. hrs.) Fall, 1969
conducted in SP an i sh•
An illustrated lecture course on
HISTORY AND SOCIAL
Prerequisite: F .L. 262 or the culture and civilization of PHYSICAL ED 321 - Play and
SCIENCE
DEPT.
Rhythm
Activities
in
Early
permission of instructor.
France from the Middle Ages to
Childhood
Education
(2
sem.
hrs.)
the French Revolution . Emphasis
This course is designed to give Hist. 419 The British Colonies and
will be placed on geography,
F.L. 362 Survey of Spanish
the prospective nursery school the American Revolution
history, arts and letters, economic
Literature II (3 sem. hrs.) Spring,
teacher an understanding of
This course is an examination
and social problems, philosophy
1970
creative
and
dramatic
activity
as
it
of
the basis of American society
and education. Course conducted
Similar to F.L. 361 with
relates to play and rhythmic covering the colonial period of
in French. Prerequisite: F .L. 222
emphasis placed on the 18th,
responses of young children. lt American history and the
19th, and 20th centuries. or permission of instructor.
further covers progressions to and American revolution. Social,
Prerequisite : F.L. 262 or
presentation of games of low economic and political origins and
permission of instructor.
F.L. 324 French Civilization II (3
organization and rhythmic events are treated in relation to
sem. hrs .) Spring, 1970
activities for the kindergarten and modern American practices and
Similar to F.L. 323 with
primary teacher with stress on institutions.
FL. 363 Spanish Civilization (3 emphasis placed upon the 19th
kinds of movement desirable for
sem. hrs.) Fall, 1969
and 20th centuries. Course
each group.
An illustrated lecture course on conducted in French .
Hist. 423 Religion in America: An
the culture and civilization of Prerequisite: F . L. 222 or
Historical Approach
Spain, from the Middle Ages to permission of instructor.
PHYSICAL ED 361 - Tennis I (I
Objectively and within the
modern times. Emphasis will be
sem hr.)
discipline of history, the course
placed on history, geography, arts
This course deals with the surveys religious developments in
and letters , economic and social
beginning tennis skills, namely the American history from the
GERMAN
problems , philosophy and F.L. 141 Elementary German I (3 grip, the forehand and backhand
background of settlement to
education. Course conducted in sem. hrs.) Fall, 1969
drives, the service, and the volley . current trends , seeking to examine
Spanish . Prerequisite : F.L. 262 or F.L. 142 Elementary German II
the interaction of secular and
permission of instructor.
(3 sem. hrs.) Spring, 1970
PHYSICAL ED 362 - Tennis II religious aspects of our culture. A
This course is designed to (I sem. hr.)
.
knowledge and understanding of
F .L . 3 64 La tin American enable the student to achieve a
Prerequisite : Tennis I or the basis beliefs and practices of
Civilization (3 sem. hrs.) Spring, ready comprehension of spoken
Roman Catholicism, Judaism, and
instructor's permission.
1970
German, an ability to express
This course will review the the major denominations of
Similar to F.L. 363 with himself in clear, simple sentences,
skills of Tennis I and cover such Protestantism, and an
emphasis placed on the culture and considerable ease in reading
skills as the lob , the smash, the appreciation of the contribution
and civilization of Latin America German. Students selecting this
chop, the slice, and tennis strategy of each to American life, are the
from the discovery to modem course must continue with
for the singles and doubles games. objectives of this course.
times. Course conducted in Intermediate German in order to
Hist. 427 Growth of American
Spanish. Prerequisite : -F.L. 262 or obtain full credit.
PHYSICAL ED 371
Thought
•
permission of instructor.
A study of the development of
Intermediate Swimming (1 sem.
ideas in America , beginning with
hr.)
the antebellum period, and
Prerequisite:
Ability
to
swim
in
F.L. 241 Intermediate German I
FRENCH
stressing
varying manifestations of
deep
water.
F.L. 121 Elementary French I (3 (3 sem. hrs.) Fall , 1969
the
idea
of fundamental law,
The
purpose
of
this
course
is
to
·
F.L. 242 Intermediate German II
sem. hrs.) Fall , 1969
improve and to add individual individualism, and the American
(3
sem
hrs.)
Spring,
1970
F.L. 122 Elementary French JI (3
This course is designed to swimming skills and to learn mission , is undertaken .
sem hrs.) Spring, 1970
aquatic stunts and basic water Prerequisite Hist. 203-204.
This course is designed to expand the student's competence
skills.
enable the student to achieve a and fluency in speaking ,
Hist. 426 American Foreign
ready comprehension of spoken understanding , reading and PHYSICAL ED 425 - Modem Affairs , 1893-Presen t
French, an ability to express writing German, and to acquaint Dance (I sem. hr.)
The emergence of the United
himself in clear, simple sentences, the student with various aspects
Skills in modem dance ad States as a world power is
and considerable ease in reading of the literature and culture of techniques of the various
examined with particular
French. Students selecting this Germany. Credit for graduation contemporary modern dancers are
attention to imperialism, World
course must continue with will be given only upon successful studied.
(See next page)
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPT.

Intermediate French I and II in
order to obtain full credit.
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Wars I and II, and the cold war.
Prerequisite Hist. 203-204.
Hist. 305 The History of the
Negro in America
The Negro in the United States
is studied from the colonial period
to the present. Stress will be given
to African roots, slavery,
Reconstruction, the era of Jim
Crow, and the origins and impact
of the mid-twentieth century
black revolution. Emphasis is
placed on the particular
contributions of Negroes to the
development of the nation.

constitutional history are studied
to show the relationship between
organic law and a democratic and
industrialized society. Prerequisite
Hist. 203-204.
Hist. 423 Religion in America: An
Historical Approach
Objectively and within the
discipline of history , the course
surveys religious developments in
American history from the
background of settlement tD
current trends, seeking to examine
the interaction of secular and
religious aspects of our culture. A
knowledge and understanding of
the basic beliefs and practices of
Roman Catholicism, Judaism, and
the major denominations of
Protestantism, and an
appreciation of the contribution
of each to American life , are the
objectives of this course.

Hist. 433 Russian History I
Continuity and change in
modem Russia ar! surveyed,
especially since the Napoleonic
period. Emphasis is placed on the
historical development of Russia's
participation in European
civilization and, since World War
I, on the international scene. Hist. Senior Seminar
Russian culture , ideas, and
A course designed to in traduce
institutions are highlighted by the future graduate student to the
extensive readings in both the art of historical research. After a
classic and contemporary brief period of basi.: instruction,
literature. Students may elect the student will be given free
either or both semesters.
choice to pick a topic in a given
area of history and proceed to
Hist. 432 The Emergence of embark on primary research . The
Modern Britain
finished papers will be presented
A survey of the historical in a seminar composed of fellow
development of English society students and the professor. This
from 1688 to the present, with course, allowed the student to do
emphasis on major constitutional independent research , is designed
forms , the industrial revolution to be the capstone of the
and its consequences, and the student's undergraduate career.
transformation of the Empire into
the Commonwealth.
Hist. 46 l The History of the
Hist. 437 Europe Since 1870: The
19th and 20th Centuries
Changes in European societies
since the unification of Italy and
Germany are studied, with
particular attention to nationalism
and imperialism, democracy and
die ta torship. Post-war trends
toward European integration are
assessed in terms of Europe's
position in the late 20th century
world.
Hist. 440 Renaissance and
Reformation
This advanced course in the
history of modern Europe
comprises an analysis , of the
development of the Renaissance
and Reformation in their relation
to the formation of a base for the
building of contemporary secular
society.
Hist. 435 Europe in the 17th
Century
An analysis of the political,
economic , military , and
intellectual trends in Europe from
the end of the Reformation
period to the end of the reign of
Louis XV. Special emphasis is
placed on developments in science
and philosophy and in political
and social thoughts.
SPRING

Hist. 424 The American West
The history of the advancing
frontier in the United States is
surveyed from colonial times
through the nineteenth century
with an analysis of its effect upon
the institutional and intellectual
development of the American
people. Special emphasis will be
given to the historiography of
American frontier history.
Hist. 421 Problems
Constitutional History
Selected problems

of
of

American City
The purpose of this course is to
study the political, social, .and
economic factorsin the growth
and development of the American
City during the 18th , 19th, and
20th centuries within the national
setting.

Hist. 438 History of Germany,
1805-Present
The emergence of modern
Germany is examined, with
emphasis on political unification,
economic growth, militarism, and
nationalism. The role of German
in two world wars and their
aftermathisanalyzed.
Hist. 333 European Intellectual
History in the 19th and 20
Centuries
An examination of the main
currents of European thought in
the 19th and 20th centuries. The
emphasis is on source readings and
discussion in such areas as
philosophy, literature, science ,
political theory, and literary and
artistic theory . Some attempt is
made to estimate the degree of
penetration into the masses of the
theories of the intellectuals.

Hist. Science, Philosophy , and
Civilization
This course is concerned with a
comparative study of the
religious, philosophical and
scientific foundations of a select
number of civilizations, such as
the Graeco-Roman , Islamic,
Chinese, Hindu and Christian,
presented in their appropriate
historical contexts. The course is
designed to stimulate an
a pp rec;. 1.ion of Western and
Non-Western cultural traditions
and, at the same time, examine
the roles of religion , philosophy
and science in the development
and transformation of
civilizations.
DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SCIENCE
FALL

Pol. Sci . 376 Comparative
Hist. 305 The History of the Government: Western
Negro in America (See FALL)
Jn this course the emphasis is
on the study of comparative
political institutions in such key
Hist. 420 The Revolutionary tra, countries as the USSR, Great
1789-1870
Britain, Japan , and others.
A detailed examination of the
French Revolution of 1789 is
followed by a study of its legacy. Pol. Sci. 226 State and Local
The role of nationalism, the Political Systems
This course will seek to probe
development of socialism in 19th
century Europe, the unification of the meaning of systems analysis as
ltaly and Germany , and the applied to American state and
emergence of real politic local politics; the socio-economic
constitute the subject matter of setting against which the drama of
American state and local politics
this course.
is played out ; as well as the
interaction of political actors and
Hist. 434 Russian History II
institutions within the American
Continuity and change in state and local political systems.
modern Russia are surveyed, Also , special emphasis will be
especially since the Napoleonic given to a study of the
period. Emphasis is placed on the responsiveness and policy outputs
historical development of Russia's of American state and local
participation in European political systems as they seek to
civilization and , since World War cope with the mounting crises of
I, on the international scene. our cities ( e.g. race , poverty,
Russian culture, ideas, and police, etc.).
institutions are highlighted by
extensive readings in both the
classic and contemporary
literature. Students may elect Pol. Sci . 223 Classical Political
either or both semester.
Theory
A study of classical European
political thought from
pre-Platonic times to the dawn of
Hist. 436 Europe in the 18th the modern age. Emphasis will be
placed upon the contribution of
Century
An analysis of the intellectual, individual theorists and . the
political, economic, and social historical and political settings in
developments in 18th century which the theories arose , together
Europe before the French with an examination of those
Revolution. Special attention is economic, social and political
given to the concept of the problems that were attempted to
be solved by the theories.
Enlightenment.

Pol. Sci. 221 Introduction to
Political Science I: Elements of
Politics
An introduction to the
con cerpts, terminology, social
problems and analytical
approaches that characterize the
discipline of political science . The
study will include the
relationships between behavior
and those factors that affect the
balance between stability and
change in a society.
Soc. 235 Crime and Delinquency
A sociological analysis of crime
and delinquency; cultural nature,
sources, casual theories, problems
of penology , programs for
treatment and prevention.
Prerequisite : Sociology or
Cultural Anthropology.
Soc. 364 Stratification Systems
While social class is commonly
viewed as a societal form of the
wides scope, in this course the
student's attention will be
directed to "social stratification
(as) a generalized aspect of the
structure of all social systems."
The realities and consequences
and meanings of hierarchal forms
in society will be examined from
the perspectives of prevailing
social values. Reading, observing
and discussing will provide the
principal means. Prerequisite: Six
hours of sociology or cultural
anthropology.
Soc. 363 Urban Sociology
Urban patterns of living and
interaction

systems

will

be

analyzed within the framework of
sociological concepts and
methods. The nature and relations
of urban social forms and
adaptations will be studied. A
field-study project will afford
each student an opportunity to
observe an aspect of urbanism at
close range. Prerequisite: Six
hours of sociology of
anthropology or perrni_ssion of
instructor.
Econ. 341 Economic Thought I
This course will emphasize the
development of economic ideas
from ancient times to the period
of the Classical economists.
Among the topics covered will be
the economic concepts of the
Ancient and Medieval worlds, the
pre-mercantilists , the
mercantilists, the physiocrats and
the classical economists.
Geog. 352 Urban Geography
A geographic examination of
urban places with special emphasis
placed on the practical application
of modern geographic theories to
the contemporary urban
landscape. Field work is included.
Prerequisites: One course in
geography or permission of
instructor.
Geog. 441 Economic Geography
This course deals with man's
economic activities and relates
them to such environmental
factors as climate , resources, and
cultural influences. The course
deals with both distribution and
methods of production.
Geog. 44 7 Geography of Latin
America
The physical and human
geography of Middle and South

America provide a background for
the study of the socio-economic
problems of Latin America.
Prerequisite: Geog. 316 or
equivalent.
Econ. 344 American Economic
History
This course will emphasize the
development of the American
economy from colonial times to
the present. Among the topics
covered will be the evolution of
agriculture and industry, the
emergence of the banking system,
the growth of public finance , the
impact of technology, the rise of
social policy and the Keynesian
Revolution .
SPRING

Pol. Sci . Comparative
Government: Non-Western
A comparative analysis of the
governments and policies of the
non-western nations with
emphasis upon the study of
change and stability in their
political ideology and institutions ;
the process of political
development and the problems of
political leadership will be studied
against the background of
competing world ideologies.
Pol. Sci. 465 World Politics
Stability in the relations among
nations is the focus of interest in
this course. The state system and
the balance of power, and war in
the pattern of international
relations, suggest its subject
matter.
Po\. Sci. Public Administration

An introduction to the politics
of administration with emphasis
upon the various actors in the
national and state political
systems. The instructor will
canvass the roles of groups and
their impact upon administrative
decision making.

Pol. Sci. Introduction to Political
Science H
This course will seek to
investigate the prevailing political
patterns existing in the world
today, the dynamics of change as
they relate the governing process
and the basic functions which are
pecular to all political systems.
Also, a special effort will be made
to give the beginning student of
politics an overview of some of
the new approaches which are
now emerging in political science.
Pol. Sci. Modern Political Theory
This course will deal with the
major currents of 19th and 20th
century political thought. The
great thinkers of the past and the
major figures of modern political
and social theory will be
considered and analyzed in terms
of their contemporary relevance
and influence. The political
content and influence of such
major fore-es as Marxism,
Freudianism, Existentialism, and
scientific tlrbught will be
discussed.
Soc. Urban ~ociology (See FALL)
Soc. Marriage and the Family
Analysis of sociological factors
involved in marriage and the
family in today's society with
cross cultural comparisons.
Prerequisite : Sociology or cultural
anthropology or permission of
instructor. .
(See next page)
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Geog. 445 Geography of Europe
(or Africa)
This course is designed as a
regional analysis of Europe. It
examines critically the physical
and human aspects of the
continent's geography. Relations
between the European states are
discussed, and Europe's place in
the world economy and its
geopolitical impact is analyzed.
Prerequisite: Geog. 316 or
equivalen't.
Geog. The Resource Base and The
Urban Pattern
An investigation of the
problems posed by the
multiplicity of uses for the limited
natural resources or urban areas.
The scope of study will include
geographic analysis of land, water,
and atmospheric uses in major
urban areas with emphasis on
specific problems and associated
field work . Prerequisites : One
course in geography or permission
of instructor.
Geog. 449 Practical Geographic
Skills
This course is designed to
acquaint the student with some of
the practical skills and techniques
of the geographer , such as those
developed for studies in the field
and the library , and for graphic,
cartographic, written , and oral
presentation of geographic
in formation. Geog. 366 is
prerequisite.
Econ. 454 Comparative Economic
Systems
An examination of the theory
and performance of free
enterprise and socialist economics.
Econ . European Economic
History
This course will emphasize the
economic development of Europe
from acient times to the present.
Topics included will be: economic
conditions in the medieval era, the
economic effects of the
Reformation, the impact of the
Industrial Revolution, economic
antagonism and conflict in recent
times and the economic
cooperation of the post World
War II period.
Econ . Economic Thought II
The emphasis in this course
will be on the economic ideas of
the classical economists through
post=Keynesian theory. Among
the topics covered will be
economic concepts of the later
classical economists, Marxism, the
Utopian socialists, the reaction to
Marxist and Utopian socialist
thinking, neo-classical, Keynesian
and post-Keynesian approaches.
MATH EMA TICS DEPT.
Fall Semester
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,
Math. 251 (Calculus III)
Math. 252 (Calculus IV)
Sequences and series tests for
Differentiation and integration
convergence, improper integrals, of vector functions, the "5"
partial derivatives, multiple operator, applications to problems
integrals, implicit differentiation of analytic geome try, line and
application of partial derivatives surface integrals, theorems of
to the solution of maximaninima Green, Gauss, and Stokes. (This
problems. This course is required course is required for all
for all mathematics majors. Mathematics majors.)
Prerequisite: Math. 212.
Prerequisite: Math 251.

Math. 341 (Geometry in
Math. 402 (Theory of Sets)
Sets and relations, Boolean Elementary School Mathematics)
The role of geometry in the
algebra, ordinality, axiom of
choice. Prerequisite: 2 years elementary school mathematics
college mathematics or permission curriculum is critically examined
as visual reinforcement for
of instructor.
numerical concepts, as a source of
problem-solving experiences, and
Math . 441 (Numerical Analysis)
as an interesting and valuable
Numerical computations,
technical study.
equations, matrices, linear systems
of equations, matrix inversion,
linear operators , numerical Math. 401 (Theory of Groups)
quadrature, difference equations.
Homomorphisms ,
Prerequisite: One year of isomorphisms , permutation
Calculus.
groups, direct products, sylow
theorems, simple groups and free
groups are studied in this course.
Math. 475 (Matrix Algebra)
Course content includes: Prerequisite: 2 years college
Characteristics of a matrix ; mathematics or permission of
arithmetic operations ; instructor.
determinant of a square matrix;
equivalence, systems of linear Math. 402 (Theory of Sets) see
equations, vector space , vectors , description for Fall
linear equations, inner products,
and matrices; matrices and
polynomials, infinite series, Math. 403 (Differential
eigenvalues and eignevectors, and Equations)
First order equations, special
selected applications.
methods, linear equations, special
Math. 493 (Computer methods, LaPlace transforms are
some of the topics studied.
Programming I)
Prerequisite:
Math. 251.
The design of this course
entails employing concepts of
functions and algorithms in Math .- 425 (Theory of Equations)
writing and key-punching
Solutions of equations in the
programs that are processed on an real and complex number systems.
electronic digital computer. Methods of Vieta, Descartes,
Flowcharting, single-loop and Newton, and Cardan. LaGrange
nested loop processes, arithmetic resolvents. Prerequisite: Math.
processed, fixed-point, and 212.
floating-point arithmetic and
non-numeric values, iteration and
approximations, and non-numeric Math. 461 (Topology)
A survey of the fundamental
repetitive processes as applied to
numerous types of elementary concepts of general (point set)
mathematical problems for a basis topology is presented to provide
to the content of programming an introduction to the subject
procedures. Prerequisite : Math. matter of set theoretic topology,
as well as to serve as a foundation
441.
for advanced analysis . Emphasis is
placed on euclidean metric spaces,
Math. 132 (Principles and continuous functions , topological
Procedures of Electronic Data spaces, topologization ,
Processing)
homeomorphisms, connectedness
-·Fundamen ta! principles and and compactness. Prerequisite:
procedures of electronic data Math . 251.
processing include : historical
development of electronic
machines , punched-card data Math . 475 (Matrix Algebra) (see
processing, machine language description for Fall)
coding, systems analysis and
procedure flow charts, utilization
of coded-data representation for Ma th. 465 (Functions of a
arithmetic and control units, and Complex Variable)
One of the most aesthetic, as
programming scientific and
well
as pract cal branches of
sequential information for various
kinds of electronic machines. ma them a tics, the theory of
Prerequisites: Computer complex functions includes the
Ari th _m etic Algorithms or study of complex numbers and
the geometry of the Argand plane.
Computer Programming I.
Analytic functions , elementary
functions and transformations,
Spring Semester
complex integration, power series,
Math. 131 (Computer Arithmetic residues, poles and an
Algorithms) (see description for introduction to conformal
Fall)
mapping are the principal topics.
Ma th. 13 2 (Principles and
Math. 202 (Abstract Algebra)
Procedures of Electronic Data
This course includes the study Processing) see Fall for
of groups, rings, integral domains, description.
fields, and vector spaces.

-

Math . 131 (Computer Arithmetic
Algorithms)
Historical development of
computers, components · of
electronic data processing
equipment, flow charting ,
programming, keypunching, and
verifying arithmetic algorithms for
electronic digital processing,
debugging and analysis of results
related to processed algorithms
form a basis to the content of
computerized arithmetic
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION DEPT.
algorithms. This course is designed
.
specifically for non-mathematics Math. 251 (Calculus III) (see
majors.
description for Fall)
I.E. 403 Industrial Education in
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Early Childhood Education (2
sem. hrs.)
Early Childhood Education
majors learn in this course how to
handle tools and materials suitable
for activities in the nursery
school, kindergarten, and the first
three grades.

I.E. 460 General Graphic Arts (2
sem. hrs.)
This course designed for the
non-industrial education major
provides elementary experiences
in the various areas of the graphic
arts . A study of basic information
concerning hand compositions,
proofing, press operation, and
methods of duplicating is
undertaken.
I.E. 420 General Mechanical
Drawing (2 sem. hrs.)
This course designed for the
non-industrial education majors
provides beginning experiences in
various areas of mechanical
drawing. These areas include basic
drawing techniques , geometrical
constructions, pictorial drawings,
graphs , and elementary
architectural drawing.

I.E. 4 75 Design and Construction
of Teaching Aids (2 sem. hrs.)
This course enables the student
to study the fundamentals of
designing teaching aids and to
experience the application of such
fundamentals in the construction
of useful teaching aids.
I.E. 473 Elementary School
Industrial Education (2 sem. hrs.)
This course is designed to
develop an understanding of the
role of industrial education at the
elementary level. A study of the
process of integrating industrial
education and the other. subject
areas is supplemented by the
development of various activities
suitable for the elementary grades.

I.E. 344 Welding Technology (3
sem. hrs.)
Welding technology is designed
to provide students an
opportunity to become certified
in the areas of oxyacetylene and
electric arc welding. Emphasis will
be placed on the development of
basic welding skills and the safe
and intelligent operation of
welding equipment. The principles
of welding and the characteristics
of metals which dictate varying
welding methods, procedures and
techniques will be discussed.
Prerequisite : Metals I and II, or
permission of instructor.
I.E. 424 Machine Drawing (2 sem.
hrs.)
This experience in the drawing
area includes advanced design,
fasteners, shop processes, gearing
and cams, ex_ploded view
drawings, and assembly drawings.
I.E. 121, I.E. 122, and I.E. 223
are prerequisite.

I,E. 426 Furniture Design (2 sem.
hrs.)
The design, materials,
construction, and marketing of
furniture for today are studied.
Field trips are made to view
outs tan ding design work in
handcraft and production
furniture. Students select and

explore in detail one or more
materials and/or processes now
used, or which might be used, in
furniture construction. Original
solutions to design problems are
developed and constructed.
I.E. 434 Advanced Woodworking
(2 sem. hrs.)
Drawing upon skills and
techniques mastered in previous
woodworking courses, the student
develops a solution to an original
and advanced problem of design
and construction in wood or
woods toward the solution of a
problem in wood technology.
Self-direction on the part of the
student in selecting and solving his
problem is encouraged. I.E. 131
and I.E. 132 are prerequisite.
I.E. 434 Advanced Woodworking
(2 sem. hrs.)
Drawing upon skills and
techniques mastered in previous
woodworking courses, the student
develops a solution to an original
and advanced problem of design
and construction in wood or
woods toward the solution of a
problem in wood technology.
Self-direction on the part of the
student in selecting and solving his
problem is encouraged. I.E. 13 I
and I.E. 132 are prerequisite.
I.E. 444 Metals III (2 sem. hrs.)
This course is designed to
provide advanced experiences for
those individuals who desire to
specialize in a particular phase of _ _
metal working. The content of the
course is determined by the
individual needs of the students
enrolled. I.E. 241 and I.E. 242 are
prerequisite.
I.E. 454 Fabrication and
Development of Electronic
Devices (2 sem. hrs.)
This course is designed to
equip the student with the basic
skills and information necessary
for the fabrication , design,
troubleshooting of all types of
electronic devices, prototypes,
chassis, and racks. Physical layout
and design considerations,
packaging of circuits, preparating
of printed circuit component
boards, and various component
alternatives are among the topics
considered. Content will in part
be determined by particular
interests and abilities of the
student. Students will fabricate
operational models or teaching
aids for their personal use. I.E.
251 and I.E. 252 are prerequisites.
I.E. 455 Solid-State Devices (2
sem. hrs.)
An analysis of the many
remark ab I e transistor related ·
devices and the circuits in which
they are used. Considerations
include atomic and crystalline
structure in solids, PN junctions,
transistor manufacture, thermal
effects, avalance effect, major
C i r CU i t • aa.p p 1 i C at i On S ,
nomenclature:- curves, ratings,
tests, and measurements. Devices
treated include common diodes,
Zener diodes, tunnel diodes,
specialized transistors, silicon
con trolled-rectifiers, and
thermistors. I.E. 251 and I.E. 252
are prerequisite.
LE. 456 Electronic Circuits and
Systems (2 sem. hrs.)
An analysis of major electronic
(See next page)
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circuits such as the many and
varied types of amplifiers,
oscillators, detectors, relaxation
oscillators, simple pulse circuits,
and power supplies. These circuits
which are basic to all electronic
devices are studied in relation to
typical systems in which
combinations of basic circuits
serve to accomplish
given
applications. Representative
systems considered include
receivers, transmitters, control
devices , and basic test
instruments. I.E. 251 , I.E. 252,
and I.E. 353 are prerequisite.
I.E . 464 Photographic
Reproduction (2 sem. hrs.)
An advanced course in the
photographic process. Emphasis is
placed on darkroom construction,
chemicals for processing ,
equipment for processing ,
techniques for photography ,
contact printing, enlarging, color
transparency development , color
negative film development, color
negative enlargement , and
densimetric controls for quality
work. Students must provide their
own adjustable camera. I.E. 362
or F.A. 447 and the conset of the
instructor are prerequisites.
I.E. 465 Color Separation (2 sem.
hrs.)
An advanced course in Graphic
Arts, designed to give the student
who will teach graphic arts a
comprehensive understanding of
color separation and how it is
used in graphic reproductions
today . Light, color, film, masking
methods , exposure controls ,
den simetric measurements ,
halftones, screens, screen angles,
color proofing and press
· operations are topics that i are
considered. I.E. 362 and I.E. 1463
are pre-requisite.
I
I

I.E. 457 Television and Rel~ted
Pulse Circuits (2 sem. hrs.)
An introdu c tion to the
standard NTSC television system.
Aspects considered include 'the
composite video signal , camera
pick-up tubes , studio equipment,
synchroni zation generators,
distribution , monitors,
transmitters, and receiver systems.
Both closed and open circuit
systems are considered. Pulse
circuits common to television
equipment are considered both
from the standpoint of the NTSC
television system and with regard
to other pulse applications. Basic
concepts of color television are
treated. I.E. 251 , I.E. 252, and
I.E. 353 are prerequisite.
/

part of the educational process - accompanying children' songs are
its current function as an presented.
instructional materials center with Music 1131 Chorus (½ sem. hr.)
collections of both book and
Choral works of various
audio-visual materials. Leadership periods, sacred and secular,
role of the librarian as an educator accompanied and a capella are
is emphasized and ways in which studied · and performed.
the school librarian can achieve Membership is open to all
this position are studied.
students. Two one-hour rehearsals
each week.
L.S. 202 Fundamentals of
Cataloging and Classification (3 Music 1133 Women's Chorus (½
sem. hrs.)
sem. hr.)
Techniques in the organization
Choral literature for women's
of materials for ready use are voices 'from various periods is
presented with emphasis upon the studied and performed. Any
Dewey Decimal System of woman student may audition for
Classification. Elementary this ensemble . Two one-hour
instruction in the preparation of· rehearsals each week.
catalog cards, selection of subject
Music 1135 Orchestra(½ sem. hr.)
headings, acquisition and use of
Experience is provided in the
printed catalog cards, and
study and playing of the standard
organization of the card catalog is
repertoire . Emphasis is placed on
offered.
rehearsal techniques. Several
L.S. 301 Basic Reference and concert appearances are made
Bibliographic Services I (3 sem. each year. Open to all students
hrs.)
who have had initial orchestral
Introduction and use of basic instrumental experience.
reference tools for the school
library receive major emphasis. Music 1136 Band (½ sem. hr.)
The standard bad literature ,
Included are such basic sources as
rehearsal
techniques, and
encyclopedias, dictionaries ,
yearbooks, periodical indexing marching band procedures are
services, "ready" reference works , studied. Appearances in
and other standard sources in the conjunction with college activities
are made . Open to all students
location of information.*
who have had initial band
L.S . 401 Book Selection for instrumental experience.
Children and Young People (3
Music 300 Introduction to
sem. hrs.)
Techniques in selection and Harmony (3 sem. hrs.)
This course is designed to
evaluation of children's and young
people 's literature are presented introduce the non-music major to
with major emphasis upon harmonic aspects of musical
individual acquaintance with a composition. The student will be
broad cross-section of available afforded the opportunity to study
materials through extensive aspects of conventional harmony
critical reading. Practice in the art both theoretically and practically.
of story telling and presentation Various harmonic styles, covering
of book talks is an essential part three centuries of advancement
will be discussed and analyzed in
of this offering.
relation to the cultural thought of
L . S. 402 School Library the times. The prerequisite for
Administration (3 sem. hrs.)
this course is Music 201.
Orangization of both the
service and instructional functions Music 331 The Development of
of the school library is presented, the Opera (2 sem. hrs.)
A continuation of Music 441
thus relating all aspects of the
previous library science offerings with emphasis on works of the
into one structural whole. Special nineteenth and twentieth
attention is given to budgetary centuries. Music 331 is not a
procedures, technical processes, pre-requisite. This course is open
Ii brary program
including to both music and non-music
instruction in the use of the majors.
library , publicity and exhibit
techniques, preparation of library Music 351 Voice Class (2 sem.
re ports , relationship with hrs.)
Group work for non-music
students, faculty and
administration. Recent field majors is given in this course with
experiences are used to guide the individual attention to
development of the above area. performance preparation. This
course presents the study of voice
L.S . 201 is prerequisite.
production and song material.

I.E. 463 Offset Lithographic
*L.S. 302 Basic Reference and
Reproduction (2 sem. hrs.)
This course is designed to Bibliographical Services II (3 sem.
equip the student with skills aj1d hrs.)
A continuation of L.S. 301 ,
technical information necessary Ito
produce quality and quantity which is prerequisite. Specialized
reproductions by the photo-offset reference works and various types
lithographic process. Topics that of reference materials in many
are included are copy preparatidn , subject areas are studied. National
camera techniques , film and trade bibliography ,
development, line and half-tone bibliographic method and control ,
photography , densitometry, and actual procedures in the
stripping, platemaking, presswork, construction of bibliographies are
and copying. Work units are investigated by the students.
conducted which allow the
student an opportunity to apply MUSIC DEPT.
his learning. I.E. 261 and I.E. 362
Music 110 Elementary Piano
are prerequisite.
Instruction (2 sem. hrs.)
This course is a beginning
LIBRARY SCIENCE DEPT.
piano coufse for non-music majors
LS. 201 Introduction to School to develop general keyboard
library Service (3 sem. hrs.)
facility through sight reading,
Stress is placed on the role of harmonizing well-known
the school library - its growth melodies, and the performance of
and development as an integral easier classics. Techniques for

Music 441 Choral Literature (2
sem. hrs.)
This course presents an
appreciation study of the
representative choral works from
the Middle Ages through the
twentieth century. This course is
open to both music and
non-music majors.
PHILOSOPHY DEPT.

Ph. 472 Introduction to Ethics (3
sem. hrs .)
This course introduces the
student to those systems of codes
of behavioral standards men have
used as measures for the way life
ought to be lived. The general
emphasis is on the history of
western morals.
Ph. 475 Language and Lo·gic (3
sem. hrs.)
The main purpose of this
course is to train the ·student in
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the art of correct thinking. The
emphasis is on the application of
basic rules, rather than , on the
development of a detailed formal
system. Definition and fallacies;
the elements of classical and
modern logic ; scientific theory
and induction are among -the main
topics discussed.
Ph. 476 Social and Political
Philosophy (3 sem. hrs.)
Social philosophy is an inquiry
into the nature of the good
society . It encompasses the
justification and criticism of social
institutions as well as proposals
for their reconstruction. The
inquiry also includes a critique of
the basic moral assumptions
underlying various political
doctrines and an analysis of
concepts like law, natural law,
rights, political obligation,
equality, liberty and the common
good. Some of the major theories
include utopian socialism, Marxist
socialism, natural law theory ,
democractic liberalism and
utilitarianism. Prerequisite :
Introduction to Philosophy and
six credits in history or sociology.
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Psy. 302 Tests and Measurements
(3 sem. hrs.)
This course is intended as an
introduction to concepts of.
psychological testing and as a
survey of the various instruments
used in psychology to measure
intelligence, aptitudes,
achievement , attitudes and
personality. It is . in no way
intended to qualify students for
psychometric functioning,
although it is basic to an
u n de rs tan ding of such
functioning. General Psychology
is preprequisite.
Psy . 432 Theory of Personality ( 3
sem. hrs.)
Various systematized
conceptualizations of personality
are considered. The chief
emphasis is upon psychoanalytic
theories of personality and its
development , Murray's
personology , the typologies and
trait concepts, field theory, and
phemomenology. Each theoretical
orientation is applied to daily
personality and behavior
assessment.

characterizations in poetry,
drama , and novels are explored.
Psy. 445 Home and Family Llfe
(3 sem. hrs.)
This course considers the
family in terms of its expectations
and roles and its ,unities and
disunities. The criteria and
determinants of marital success
and adjustment are evaluated,
with special emphasis · on the
psychodynamics of family
interaction and its relationship to
individual behavior.
Psy . 480 Systems of Psychology
(3 sem. hrs.)
This course offers a critical
survey of the history of
psychology from its origins in
Greek philosophy to its modern
systematic conceptualizations.
Included for consideration are
philosophical , physiological and
methodological ongms of
psychology, structuralism ,
functionalism , behaviorism,
Gestalt psychology, and
psycho a na ly sis . Pre requisite:
General Psychology.
Psy. 435 Social Psychology (3
sem. hrs.)
The focus of this course is
upon the social nature of the
individual person. It seeks to
explain how the thought, feeling,
and behavior of individuals are
influenced by the presence of
other persons and by the complex
social stimuli that surround them.
SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPT.

Spec. Ed. 251 Intro. to Education
of the Handicapped (2 sem. hrs.)
Early detection and proper
educational care of all
handicapped children are
considered

in

this

course.

Incidence, causes, and diagnosis of
handicaps as well as consideration
of different remedial procedUires
are essential to any adequate
program Visitations are made to
observe programs for the mentally
and physically handicapped.
Spec. Ed . 351 Speech Correction
(3 sem. hrs .)
This is an orientation course
for all classroom teachers.
Attention is given to the
recognition and treatment of
speech disorders due to structural,
emotional, or mental conditions.
Soc. Wei. 201 Intro. to Soc.
Welfare (3 sem. hrs.)
Prerequisites : Principles of
Sociology (Soc . 371)
An everview of the history of
man's social problems and the
ways in which society has
attempted to deal with these
problems , particularly in relation
to the existing social political, and
economic ohilosoohies.

Psy . 433 Abnormal Psychology (3
sem. hrs.)
Deviant and disordered
behavior is considered in terms of
its overt manifestations and its
underlying psychological,
biological , and social meaning.
Special emphasis is placed upon
the neuroses and the personality
disorders.
. Psy. 437 Understanding Self and
Others (3 sem. hrs.)
Soc. Wei. 312 Methods of Social
This course, limited to 20 Research (3 sem. hrs.)
students , offers an oppo·r tunity to
Offered fall and spring
ain deeper self-awareness and to semesters.
improve the way one gets along
Prerequisite : Descriptive
with other people. A laboratory statistics (Math 116)
approach is used, so students can
Lectures , readings, and actual
try out actual behavior - not just involvement in pilot researches
theorize about it.
s ufficient to demonstrate
P sy . 441 Psychodynamics of covstruction of questionnaires,
t e .c.Jl n iques of population
Individual and Group Behavior (3
sampling, the development of
sem. hrs .)
The student is introduced to rating, sociometric and other ·
important concepts in the scales, the conduct of interviews
psychodynarnics of individual and and surveys, as well as other
group behavior. Emphasis is techniques of environmental
placed upon the importance of study , afe undertaken with a view
self-understanding as a necessary toward the development of the
prerequisite to the understanding student's appreciation of the
of others. Selected psychoanalytic problems of social research and
writings are examined and the the resolution of these problems
dynamics of various literary by ~e social scientist.
-•
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NOTICE
TO ALL -STUDENTS:

The parking lot behind Bruce Hall will be
closed all day Wednesday April 23, all day
t,

Thursday April 24, and all day Friday April 25 in
preparation for the annual Newark St,a te College
Carnival.

Please
forming

plan

car

transportation.

for

pools

this inconvenience by
or - by

using

publ~~
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